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CHAPTER I

PURPOSES OF TASK IV

Introduction

The Ecdnomic Opportunity Act Amendments of 1972

mandate that "not less than 10 per centum of the total

number of enrollment opportunities in the Nation in the

Head Start program shall be available for handicapped,

children . . . and that services shall be provided, to meet

their special needs." Among several questions and problems

raised by that mandate was the, ever present issue of cost,

i.e., "Does the mandate have financial implications and

how will such implications be implemented?" Adding to the

cogency of the financial issue was the fact that no special

appropriation of funds accompanied the Congressional Act.

The many unanswered questions about financial

implications of the mandate were reflected in a Request

for Proposals, issued by the Office of Child Development

for an Evaluation of the Handicapped Effort in the Head

Start Program. One major task of that evaluation study

involved the development of methods of estimating cost of
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cervices to handicappel children in Head Start; identifi-

cation of key cost variables; and preliminary cost estimates,

including the contribution of the preparation of serve t-e-s--

from other groups and agencies. This requirement, designated

as Task IV of the total evaluation project, had the basic

purpose of providing better cost information for future

planning by the Office of Child Development for the handi-

capped effort in Head Start.

It is the purpose of this report to describe the

present status of cost studies having to do with the delivery

of services to the handicapped, the relevance and appli-

cability of such information to the unanswered questions

regarding Head Start, the method by which we attempted to

week information, utilizing a variety of approaches, the

findings which generated from this method, the interpretations

which we believe can be drawn, and some conclusions and

recommendations thought to be useful for planning and future

policy formulation.

Background to the Problem

While equal edueatiopal opportunity has always been

a tenet of the American educational system, educators have
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typica?ly excluded the handicapped from this provision.

Until the courts upheld the zasic rights to education

(Brown versus Board of Education, 1954), the handicapped

have had to make do with the inherent inequalities of the

educational system. Further court developments (Mills

versus Board of Education, 1972) not only reinforced the

right to an education but decreed that specific educational

programs must be designed to meet the specific needs of

each child.

On September 19, 1972, the Economic Opportunity

Amendments of 1972 became law and quantified the provision

of equal educational opportunity for handicapped children

in Head Start programs throughout the United States. For

the first time in federal history, concerning education of

the handicapped, considerations of both quantity and quality

were written into law. Not less than 10 percent of the

total Head Start enrollment was made available td the handi-

capped with the additional provision that services be pro

vided to meet their special needs. In addition to the 10

percent mandate to educate handicapped children within the

mainstream of Head Start was the provision of an annual

report to the Congress containing cost considerations. This

al
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reinforced statements by the National Legislative Conference

Committee on School Finance about the concept of equal

educational opportunities and the potential differences

in cost, and variations in interests and needs of those

to be educated (Morley, et al., 1972).

In response to the Congressional mandate to report

on 'the status of handicapped children in Head Start, the

assessment of resource configurations and cost has become

an important issue.

Status of Cost Studies

Historically, educators--including special

educators--have been reluctant to deal with cost

consideratiOns. At least in part, some of this resistance

has come from the apparent magnitude of excess costs of

providing special educational programs and services for

the more severely handicapped.

Nevertheless, the combination of mandates and 56-lc:ling

shortages, together with the obvious costs of educating the

handicapped, has placed considerable pressure on educators

to identify costs related to the education of handicapped

children. Confounding the problem is the paucity of research
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on methodology that is conducive to analyses.

One major factor that has accounted for the renewed

interest in both fiscal and programmatic accountability is

the growing federal involvement in educational programs

for the handicapped. More recently, responsible individuals

at the federal, state, and local levels have begun to

recognize that costs of educational services are related

to the specific needs of handicapped children. Little is

yet known concerning the specifics of such provisions.

Unfortunately, the financing of educational programs and

services for the handicapped has been based on vague assump-

tions and humanistic values rather than on empirical facts.

However, with the rising cost of education, rising expecta-

tions for education, criticisms of educational shortcomings,

expanding federal involvement, and the fact that more money

alone may not be the answer to improved edUcation, Congressional

leaders are joining in the demand for greater accountability.

In order to account for present costs and to project

future costs in the Head Start handicapped effort, it may be

useful to draw upon pertinent research endeavors on special

education costs in the public education sector which may be.,

generalizable to the Head Start program.

8



Research in Public Education

The study of costs in special education has depended

upon the measurement of items identified as expenditures.

While it is recognized that the concept of cost is broader

than this,- researche*-s have been unable to agree upon the

operational definition of cost and thus have further confounded

the issue. However, recent cost analysis studies in special

education have become cognizant of the dysfunctional nature

of past research endeavors and are attempting to rectify

the situation.

Research Studies related to the analysis of special

education costs can be classified into those dealing with

the Incidence of exceptionalities, those dealing with the

special education programs for various categories of exceptional

children, those dealing with state and federal financial

support of programs for exceptional children, and those dealing

with comparative cost studies between general and special

education (Rossmiller, et al., 1970, p. 23).

In the past, research studies relating to the incidence

of exceptionalities, educational programs for various cate-

gories of exceptional children, and financing programs for
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exceptional children produced results that often were

incomplete, contradictory, confusing, and only speculative

in nature. Recent efforts at the local, state, and federal

level have alleviated some of the inherent inadequacies in

these studies; but the results will not be discussed at

this point in time in lieu of the more pertinent cost studies,

in general, and special education, in particular.

The majority of cost studies in general education

have been of the cost-effectiveness type. Until the early

1900's, cost-effectivene s studies in the field of education

were relatively unknown. At first, the cost-effectiveness

aspects of these financial surveys were incidental. From

1920 to 1950, school finance experts, led by Paul Mort,

cited study after study in order to strengthen the presumptive

relationship between cost and effectiveness. However, a

definitive relationship was never identified.

Subsequent research went beyond the assumption that

higher achievement was a function of the amount of dollars

spent. The importance of the socio-economic background of

students began to influence the cost-effectiveness studies

after the late 1950's.

10
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Measures of quality or effectiveness abound in

general education, most of which are not amenable to

quantitative analysis. However, measures of cost have

been generally accepted by snool finance experts as the

expenditure level, usually expressed in terms of cost per

pupil.

Utilizirg the cost analysis foundation prepared by

general educators, cost analysis studies in special education

have been limited to host characteristics based upon clinical

labels of handicapped children (Conference Paper, 1971;

Colella & Cohen, 1971; Orr, 1971; Rossmiller, et al., 1970;

Greenspan & Grasberger, 1969 California State Department

of Education, 1967).

The majority of these studies were conducted within

individual states with the exception of the Rossmiller study,

the pioneering effort concerning resource configurations and

costs in educational programs for exceptional children con-

ducted for the National Educational Finance Project (NEFP).

The Rossmiller study sought to achieve three major

objectives through an analysis of a nationwide sample of 24

school districts regarded by experts as providing high quality

and reasonably comprehensive educational programs for exceptional

1.1



children in order to:

(a) Establish the relative cost indices and

differentials of the various exceptional

child programs compared with general

education programs;

(b) Ascertain those components, elements, and

conditions which seemed to have the most

pronounced effect on exceptional program

costs and cost differentials; and

(c) Determine the criteria employed in identifying

the various categories of exceptional children

and obtain an estimate of the prevalence of

each category of exceptionality in the total

population of school children. The study

resulted in the establishment of cost indices

which related the cost of 10 categories of

exceptionality with general educational costs

(Frohreich, 1973, pp. 517-518).

Utilizing the median school district in each category

of exceptionality, cost indices
1

ranged from a low of 1.14

for the intellectually gifted to a high of 3.64 for the

physically handicapped (Rossmiller, et al., 1970, p. 114).

These indices were the following:

-The foundation cost indice of 1.0 corresponds
to the amount a district is spending per pupil in its
general education program for elementary and secondary
pupils.

12



Intellectually Gifted
Speech Handicapped
Educatle Mentall Retarded -4
Trainable, Mentally Retarded
Special Learning Disorders
Multiple Handicapped
ETotionally'Disturbed
Visially Handicapped
Auditorily Handicap,' -

Physically Handicaps

1.14
1.18
1.87
2.10
2.16
2.73
2..83

2.97
2.99
3.64

10

While the Ros 'ller'study represented the first

major attempt to identify resource configurations and

costs in educational programs for exceptional children,

many critics have consistently cited metbodologicaL

flaws and the questiortole value if the results in terms

of planning a continuum of educational service delivery

systems.

The major limitations of the Rossmiller study can

be characterized as;

(a) Lack of cost-quality data;

(b) An inadequate sampling procedure; and

(c) The collection of data and organization

of the report based entire3,y on clinical

disability categories of pueils (Gc ztel

& Sage, 1973.

13
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More specifically, these limitations, which are

relevant to the problems of cost in Head Start, may be

,'escribed as follows. The President's Commission on School

Finance (1971) stressed the importance of developing evalua-

tion.systems to measure the effectiveness of educational

programs, since educators have concentrated too long on, the

resources going into schools and giving only minimum attention

to the outcomes. Further, James and Cronin (1967) underscore

the importance of developing improved rationality in

decision-making about school expenditures through continued

research on the relationship of resource inputs to educational

outcomes.

Guthrie (1971) states that as competition for scarce

resources increases, it is the responsibility of educators

to specify the effect of those resources since it will become

inc. _asingly difficult to obtain additional funds unless we

can make a cost-effectiveness case for them. Unfortunately,

the Rossmiller study never purported to deal with that aspect.

A second limitation of the Rossmiller study concerns

the questionable sampling procedure. Experts in the field of

exceptional child education identified a sample of states

providing quality special education programs, and within

the five states selected, identified a sample of 24 school

14
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districts in accordance with certain criteria, i.e., the

comprehensive nature and quality of their special education

programs and services.

Not only did the sampling procedure raise questions

as to the representative nature of the exemplary school

districts; there was no way of determining the degree to

which qualitative differences existed among the 24 districts

nor the degree of similarity or difference between that

exemplary sample and other school districts (Goettel &

Sage, 1973).

The third and most important limitation concerns the

fact that the collection of data and organil7,tion of the-

report was entirely based `'fin clinical disability categories

of pupils. All Tie cost data wer"3 reported as if disability

labels were the major determinants of program cost, and

carried direct correspondence to particular educational

services. While it could be anticipated, prior to the

examination of data, that any given label could be associated

with a wide variety of educational needs, and therefore costs,

the results of the cost data in the 24 systems clearly

demonstrated that the clinical label is a highly variable

15
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and unsatisfactgry basis for describing need'or associating

it with cost (Goettel & Sage, 1973).

Throughout the Rossmiller study, a wide range of

cost index variance was reported within the large majority

of disability categories. Obviously, this was a function

of the severity of the handicapping condition and/or the

intensity of educational service provided. However, no

attempt was made to delineate either the degree of severity

of the handicapping condition or the intensity of service

provided with the concomitant resource configurations ard

cost.

Even with all its limitations, however, the Rossmiller

study provided special educators with a viable refezynce

point from w.l7ich to analyze programs in terms of cost and

cost-quality issues. The data have raised many legitimate

questions, but there are some basic factors and relationships

that the Rossmiller study and similar studies have identified

that appear to be relevant to other educational programs

enrolling handicapped children.

16
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Relevance of the Rossmiller
Study to Head Start

Rossmiller and his colleagues (1970) identified

several expenditure categories that are relevant to both

special and general education programs. These are:

(a) 'Management

Administration

Clerical & Secretarial

(b) Instruction

Teachers

Teacher Aides

(c) Instructional Support

Supplies & Equipment

Guidance & Counseling

Other (including specialized personnel)

(d) Institutional Operations

Operation & Maintenance

Fringe Benefits

Other

(e) Services

Health

Food

(f) Transportation

While a wide variance in cost indices was consistently

reported among and within the 10 categories of exceptionality,

there appear to be certain expenditure categories that contribute

17
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most to the cost differential between exceptional child

programs and general programs. However, prior to discussing

this issue, it will be beneficial to indicate specific

expenditure categories that have had the most impact upon

specific categories of exceptionality within the sampled

school districts. It will suffice for the purpose of this

review, to describe only a few of the categories in which

cost, indices were computed, to demonstrate the breadth of

variance found.

A sample of 22 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for the

educable mentally retarded. Cost indices were reported as

follows:

Highest, dian 1,,owest_

3.21 1.87 1.14

Close scrutiny of expenditure accounts reveals the

highest expenditure school district's propensity to allocate

more funds across each of the expenditure categories, i.e.,

more grogram supervision, more clerical support to accommodate

increased volume of paper work necessitated by individual

case studies and processing, lower pupil-teacher ratios, more

supplies and equipment, more psychological services and

18
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curriculum programming, more space per pupil and consequently

more operational and maintenance costs, more health services

and more comprehensive transportation policies (RosSmiller

et al., 1970, p. 66).

Although the highest expenditure school district

provided only a portion of its instruction in self-contained

classrooms, it is highly probable that districts\reporting

high expenditures in the program for the educable mentally

retarded utilize more segregative service delivery systems,

thus generating a parallel school system rather than utilizing

more generic services in the mainstream of education which

would decrease expenditures accordingly.

A sample of 22 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for the

trainable mentally retarded. Cost indices reported among the

selected school districts were:

Highest Median

3.62 2.10

Lowest

1.18

Again, the pupil-teacher ratio contributed signifi-

\

cantly to the increased cost foiteachers in the highest

expenditure school district, while the median expenditure

school district appears to have traded-off expensive

19
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professionals for paraprofessional aides and supplies and

equipment. Substantial variance is also indicated in the

"other" Instructional Support category as a function of

increased curriculum and psychological services and in

health and transportation services (Rossmiller et al., 1970,

p. 69).
.

A sample of 18 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost of programs for the auditorily

handicapped. Cost indices were reported as follows:

Highest

5.88

Median

2.99

Lowest

1.05

The principal cost variances of the lowest .cost

index district were evident in the areas of instructional

supplies and equipment, transportation and teacher salaries,

mainly as a result of lower pupil-teacher ratios. The variances

were quite distinct in the highest cost index district and

were dramatically different from those for the lowest cost

index district. The lower pupil-teacher ratio, use of

teacher aides and other instructional support personnel,

e.g., curriculum specialists, psychologists, audiometrists,

and higher expenditures for administrative and supervisory

personnel account for the bulk of the difference between the

20.
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highest and lowest cost index district (Rossmiller et al.,

1970, p. 75).

A sample of 17 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for the

visually handicapped. Cost indices reported among school

districts were:

Highest Median Lowest

11.45 2.97 1.05

The highest cost index district spent more per pupil

for administration and supervision alone than the lowest

cost index district reported spending for its entire program.

The per pupil expenditure for teacher salaries alone, reported

by the highest expenditure school district was greater than

the overall expenditure reported by 16 other districts.

Obviously, the high expenditure for teacher salaries is a

result of an unusually low teacher-pupil ratio (1:1.8) . Fcr

the most part, the high cost indices resulted from a small

program enrollment in the highest cost index school district.

However, the organizational structure for providing educational

programs for the visually impaired reflects a dedication to

provide individualized services which is manifested in the 1:1.8

teacher-pupil ratio (Rossmiller et al., 1970, p. 81).

21
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A sample of 15 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for the

physically handicapped. Cost indices reported among school

districts were:

Highest Median Lowest

4.64 3.64 1.52

The expenditure for teacher aides in the high cost

index district could not be contrasted with the regular

program cost because no teacher aides were reported for the

regular program. Both the high and low expenditure school

districts reported the same enrollment. While elementary

and secondary enrollments differed somewhat, the differences

in cost indices indicate that the practice of integrating

those pupils into the regular program provides economic

benefits as well as contributing to the socialization intent

of the integration commitment (Rossmiller et al., 1970, p. 84).

A sample of 21 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for the

speech handicapped. Cost indices reported among school

districts were:

Biallest Median ;4owest-

2.12 1.18 1.09

Lmp. 22
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Unlike the other programs for exceptional children

previously discussed, the expenditure for teacher salaries

for speech therapy does not vary significantly from the

regular program. However, the expenditure for other

Instructional Support, e.g., psychologists, speech therapists,

does vary significantly from the regular program and also

varies considerably among the high, median, and low cost

index programs. Further, it appears that expenditures

for health` services and instructional supplies and equipment'

account for the major remaining expenditure differences

among the programs contrasted (Rossmiller, 1970, p. 90).

A sample of 20 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of programs for specific

/earning disorders. Cost indices reported among school

districts were:

Highest Median Lowest

5.20 2.16 1.40

The teacher-pupil ratio of the high cost index

district contributed significantly to the expenditure variance

in teacher salaries. Also, small classes utilizing regular

classroom space probably accounts for the variance in other

23
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expenditure categori24.s including operation and maintenance

costs. Further, much of the variance in administrative

cost may be attributed to the fact that the functional cost

is spread over enrollments of varying size. Also, the high

expenditures in other Instructional Support fo-- the highest

and median expenditure school districts is a function of

the salaries of psychologists, curriculum specialists, and

other specialized service personnel involved in the special

program (Rossmiller et al., 1970, p. 95).

A sample of 14 school districts was identified to

determine the per pupil cost indices of progran% for the

emotionally disturbed. Cost indices reported among school

districts were:

Highest Median Lowest

11.64 2.83 1.58

The teacher-pupil ratio of 1:2.7 reported for the

high cost index district contributes significantly to the

variance in teacher salaries between the high expenditure

district's special and regular program and the between-district

variance for the special program. The variance in adminis-

trative cost between districtsis associated with the

differences in program enrollments, as is the variance in

24
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expenditures for other Instructional Support, i.e., psycho-

logists and othkr speciallsts. Since variances in operation

and maintenance costs are a function of the number of -quare

feet allocated per pupil, a large space allocation is often

the result of small class enrollments in a special program

using classrooms of regular size. This appears to be the

case in differentiating the costs among the highest, median,

and lowest exp,..nditure school districts (Rossmiller et al.,

1970, p. 100).

It is also apparent that the above school districts

were serving a diverse population of pupils in terms of the

degree of severity of the handicapping condition, and were

providing services of widely varying degrees of intensity.

Throughout each.of the categories of exceptionality

reported by Rossmiller, it is clear that certain expenditure

categories were identified as contributing the most to the
\

cost differentials between exceptional child programs and

regular programs.

A recent article by the Co-Investigator of the Ross-

miller study (Frohreich, 1973, p. 520) presents a table

illustrating each exceptional disability category in relation-

ship to those expenditure categories which made a significant

25
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impact on cost differences between the exceptional child

programs and regular programs (see Table, p. 24).

From the analysis cf data, Frohreich concluded that:

The function of instruction represented the
largest single component of expenditure for special
education programs just as it did,in programs for
regular pupils. The cost of transporting some
types of exceptional children was quite high. This
was particularly true in the case of crippled
children where especially equipped buses frequently
were required. InstrUctional support expenditures
were a major factor in districts that made extensive

use of specialized personnel such as counselors,,

therapists, doctors, .nur-,es, and psychologists in

programs for exceptional children. The expenditure
for institutional operations was related directly
to class size. In most instances the classrooms
observed were regular classrooms which hares been
converted for usc in 3pccial education, programs.
A lower class size resulted in a larger square
footage per pupil and thus increased the cost of
operation and maintenance on a per pupil basis.

While the expenditure categories of instruction,

instructional support, operation and maintenance, and trans-

portation account for most of the cost differentials ..,etween

exceptional child programs and regular programs, it is

important to keep in mind that the collection of data and

organization of the report were based entirely on clinical

disability labels without concern for the degree of severity

of the handicapping condition and the service delivery

system utilized.

yr,



TABLE 1

EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES THAT CONTRIBUTED T77 MOST TO COST DIFFERI

BETWEEN EXCEPTIONAL PROGRAMS AND REGULAR PROGRAMS

Category of Adminis- Teach-

exceptionality tration ers

Supplies
and

equip-
ment

Guidance
and

counsel-
ing

Other
Instruc-
tional

2
scpport

Oparatio:

and
mainten-

ance

Intellectually
Xgifted

Educable mentally
retarded X

Trainable mentally
retarded X X X

Auditorily
handicapped X X X X X

Visually
handicapped X X X X....

Physically
handicapped X X X X X

Speech
handicapped X

Special learning
disorders X X X X X

Emotionally
disturbed X X X X X

Multiply
handicapped X X X X

X X

.4)

1An X designates a.cost differerytial of more than 1.25 times between the

cost per pupil associated with an exceptionc71 program and the expenditul

pupil associated with the regular program in a majority of the programs

2
Including spi..!cialized personnel

OP



TABLE 1

TURE CATEGORIES THAT CONTRIBUTED THE MOST TO COST DIFFERENTIALS

BETWEEN EXCEPTIONAL PROGRAMS AND REGULAR PROGRAMS

Supplies

Adminis- Teach- and

tration ers equip-
.

ment

y

Guidance
and

counsel-
ing

Other Op3ration Trans-

Instruc- and Fringe por-

tional
2

mainten- benefits tation

support ance

X X X x

X x x x

x x X X X x

x x x x

x x x x x x

x

x x x x x x
x x x x x x

x x x x x

a cost differential of more than 1.25 times between the expenditure category

sswciated with an exception.71 progrz.m and the expenditure category cost per

with the regular program in a majority of the programs studied.

lined personnel 4U
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Subsequent publications by Rossmiller and Moran (1973)

attl.mpt to remedy this dilemma by elaborating upon the

necessity to consider not only the different types of

exceptional children served but also to consider the various

service delivery systems provided for those children, in

order to come to grips with the resource configurations

and costs in educational programs for exceptional children.

It is highly probable that the Rossmiller study

has identified important relationships between special and

general education programs that may be generalizable to the

Head Start effort. The remaining section of this report

will speak to these issues.

Factors Bearin on Cost Determination

The problems inherent in determining consistent and

dependable data on costs of services for the handicapped in

public schools, can be presumed to be somewhat Itimilar, and

at least as complex when applied to Head Start programs. In

attempting to draw relationships between the two settings, a

number of factors must be considered.

Consistency of reportinq procedures. One of the

difficulties experienced by the researchers in the National

2q
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Educational Finance Project (Rcssmiller et al., 1970) in

attempting to arrive at nationally generalizable data was

the variety of cost accounting procedures to be found among

the several state public school systems. While a general

similarity in procedures exists as a matter of professional

practice, different requirements of different state financial

support systems, and the fact that public education is a

state, rather than federal function causes some problems

in translation, when comparing or grouping inter-state data.

In contrast, the accounting procedures for Head

Start are set by the federal-level offices. While the demands

of the system are relatively simple, and therefore provide

only a skeleton for a local agency's accounting procedure,

the federal forms for budget preparation and quarterly

and annual financial statements carry standardized categories

and line items. These would provide reasonable assurance of

consistency among all Head Start programs, as far as major

classifications of expenditures are concerned.

o histication of accountin ersonnel. The advantages

of nationwide consistency of format, however, may be offset

by the fact that Head Start programs, and in many cases the

organizations which administer them, are newcomers to the scene
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of public service delivery. It can be assumed that in many

cases the personnel responsible for keeping the books will

not be as "established," as is the case in public schools,

and that procedures, therefore, will not be stabilized by

long history of practice. In addition, the lack of stringent,

detailed directions to the accounting personnel, except for

that broad structure of the standard forms, can be expected

to result in a fair degree of "local interpretation" and,

.therefore,variance in the way specific cost items may be

classified.

Use of categorical accounting. Previous studies of

public school special education costs have been facilitated

somewhat by the fact that in many states, the formula for

providing state support to the local school system was

dependent upon the identification of actual "excess costs"

for the education of the handicapped. Such 'earmarked

funding" systems require the maintenance of accounts which

permit the documentation of direct expenditures associated

with providing special educational services as well as the

valid pro-ration of costs that are not direct. In organi-

zations where categorization has been a necessity, the pro-

cedures f r accomplishing it have become well established.
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In Head Start programs until the present time, there

has been no requirement or incentive for developing an

accounting system with sufficient complexity to permit the

automatic or easy sorting-out of special categorical costs.

Sources of significant costs. Some differences in

types of costs which are entailed in the total service delivery

package can be anticipated between public schools, where

previous cost studies have'been made, and current Head Start

programs. The focus of Head Start on very young children and

the economically disadvantaged should be expected to place

greater overall emphasis on some of the services, which

would be classified as "ancillary" in the public school setting.

Examples of this difference include food services, medical,

psychological, and social services, particularly those

associated with diagnostic activities.

On the other hand, certain costs associated with the

provision of instructional materials, both consumable supplies

and capital lquipment which are crucial to the educational

program for school-age children and which constitute a signifi-

cant expense to programs for certain handicaps, would be much

less central to the requirements of Head Start.
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In the area of personnel costs, it also might be

anticipated that a difference in the balance between pro-

fessional and nonprofessional personnel woula be found.

The emphasis on credentialism in the public schools does

not extend as heavily into Head Start or most other preschool

service programs.

Multiple patterns of service. One problem in the

determination of average excess per pupil costs within public

school programs for the handicapped, which is most evident

in the Rossmiller data, is the failure to take into considera-

tion the large variety of service delivery constellations

which are becoming prominent in increasing numbers of school

systems. The extremely large variance in reported costs

for certai handicaps in the Rossmiller study was no doubt

partially the result of the inclusion of a broad continuum

of service patterns, from low intensity services such as

consultation, to high intensity services such as the complete .

range of direct instructional and ancillary supports of a

special school. It is now clear that the determination of

costs for special education in the public schools must be

based on the particular patterns of service delivery utilized

33
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as much as, if not more than, the clinical classification

of the handicapped children involved.

In Head Start, there would appear to be fewer service

delivery options to be accounted for in estimating costs.

Special schools or special classes, excluSive to the

handicapped, are not generally in evidence. The inclusion

of the handicapped, at least the mildly handicapped, in an

integrated fashion as a part of a regular group of children

appears to be the norm. The models which are coming into

increasing use in the public schools as a part of the grounds--

well toward "maximum feasible normalization," the resource

teacher, the diagnostic-prescriptive teacher, the consulting

teacher, are not likely to be as differentiated nor as

germaine within the Head Start setting._ In this respect,

the determinati:m of excess costs for the handicapped in Head

Start should be less complex than that in public schools.

Unclear definitions. 'A major problem in attempting

any study of costs in developing policy or implementing

programs of this type is the lack of clarity in defining

certain terms and concepts. While ambiguity appears to be a

problem in all settings concerning the handicapped, it is

r 34
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likely that in defining program and associating costs

within the public school arena, certain traditionally esta-

blished meanings are consistently applied. In Head Start,

however, neither the handicapped child nor the services

which-might be appropriate are as unequivocally defined or

understood. The issue of defining "handicap" has been very

evident since the Congressional mandate. It follows that

the determination of what services, and therefore what

costs are incurred, will also be subject to uncertain varia-

tion.

One particularly ambiguous situation lies in the

issue of imputed costs. A major assumption in the financing

of Head Start programs, quite aside from the matter of inclu-

sion of the handicapped, is the documentation of a "local

share" portion of the total budget. Unlike public school

accounting procedures, the value of certain contributed

services, materials, and personnel become an important part

of the total financial picture. It is expected, therefore,

that "in-kind" contributions are included in the computation

of the total reported cost of providing Head Start services.

Depending on the parameters of the definition, services obtained
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for a child as a supplement to the He.4d Start program, such

as physical examinations or medical/dental treatment, may

or may net constitute a part of overall program cost. If

a handicapped child receives medical treatment while enrolled

in Head Start, and the receipt of the treatment is facilitated

by the support staff of the agency, one might assume that the

imputed value of such treatment should be considered a part

of the total Head Start cost. But if the treatment probably

would hav occurred anyway, through the, channels available

in welfare or public health agencies, it becomes questionable

whether it should be included as a part of the total. Given

the existing guidelines to cost-accounting in Head Start,

there may be many instances in which the decisions regarding

the reporting of imputed costs are arbitrary.

In the absence of hard data, the observations which

have been made regarding the relationship between Head Start

and other (public school) agencies must be considered con-

jectural. This study was approached with the expectation

that it would be possible to secure data which would illumin-

ate the nature of the relationship and reduce the conjectural

element. However, there was the additional expectation that
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many constraints would be encountered that would limit the

availability of maximally useful information. It was with

these mixed expqctations that the method for studying the

problem was devised.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD
2

The collection of cost information for Task IV was

carried out primarily in conjunction with on-site visits to

regular Head Start programs, experimental programs, and 10

specially selected model preschool programs of Task III of

this study. In addition, a portion of the data collected

on the full-year survey of all Head Start programs in Task

II was concerned with cost issues; these data also were

used in the Task IV analysis.

In developing a method to assess the cost question,

two separate but equally important factors were considered.

Experience

First, it was assumed that up to June, 1973, when this

study began, Head Start agencies had accumulated some, however

limited, experience with costs of serving the handicapped.

Such experience may have been gained prior to the mandate,

but it is reasonable to expect that more experience would be

gained in months after the post-mandate budget year. It was also

anticipated that existing accounting procedures might be very

ill-suited to ready identification, calculation, and analysis

2Method and procedures described in this chapter refer

specifically to the ways that cost data were collected for Task

IV. Other methodological concerns, e.g., the selection of

programs and the nature of the research approaches in the first

and second rounds are described in Appendix A of this report.
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of costs associated with the handicapped as a distinct group

since, until the present time, there has been no adminis-

trative requirement or any other significant reason to keep

books in that manner. Therefore, it was entirely possible

that, however valid cost experience may have been, no means

of "capturing" that experience had been available.

Proiection

Second, it was assumed that irrespective of experience,

Head Start personnel might be able to make fairly dependable

estimates regarding what costs would or should be entailed,

if and when full implementation of the intent of the mandate

comes about. It was anticipated that such estimation might,

in some cases, be entirely conjectural. However, it appeared

reasonable to expect that projection from experiences in the

experimental /demonstration, projects, plus limited incidents

in regular programs in which both the inclusion of handicapped

and categorical accounting had taken place, would be possible.

In both approaches, the regular child unit cost

would stand as the base-line against which costs of serving

the handicapped would be measured: Such data probably can be

handled more conveniently in terms of a differential index,

r. 0
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with the costs of serving the handicapped expressed as a

ratio of the average regular unit costs. It must be recognized

that the great variety of regular Head Start programs which

are possible makes the determination of an; single baseline

cost very complex. The differences between full-day and

part-day, summer and full-year, the number of weeks consti-

tuting a full year, all enter into accurate accounting of

costs and necessitate conversion into costs per child-hour

of attendance. However, it is also reasonable to expect

that certain categories of costs, such as diagnostic and

supportive services would be relatively fixed as a function

of enrollment, regardless of total hours of attendance. Like-

wise, costs of providing staff training and consultation

could be expected to be tied more closely to the number of

settings than to either enrollment or quantity of staff,

therefore causing unit costs to be greatly influenced by

program size, where economies of scale would operate signifi-

cantly.

It was also recognized that a complete cost analysis

must include an accounting of both actual and imputed costs.

In this respect, while it was known that existing accounting
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quid-lineq ,:111 for identifi:ation of some imputed costs

(e.g., %.ou-sher , for purl=cses of establ ishirg a

minimum per.:e t_i gc c,f non-federal share in thu corm of

antribteci r:1.1-cs and coo:As was anticipated that

such a,..7:-:oantina d not necessar il, v reflect all costs

inherent t o the program.

Initlal Quest:ohs

search

With these assumptions and constraints in mind, the

cost data 'egan with an e;:ploratory survey of

16 regular Head Start programs selectee: for the first round

and 11 experimenta; prograc.s. During bide information-seeking

phase, we sought to answer the following questions:

(a) At what point(s) within the organizational

structure (graree, delegate agency,

center) are cost records generated, main-

tained, and access hie?

(b) What persons are responsible for and know-

ledgealie 7.,aintenance of cost records?

(c) Ill what format (accounting system) are cost

data maintained:

(J) r_):s the system .-u..--rently allow for categorical

distinction between regular and "excess" costs

associated with serving, the handicapped?
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(e) Could the system be modified to facilitate

categorical accounting of costs for the

handicapped?

(f) To the extent that such categorical

accounting has been operational, what

experience regarding differential costs

has been reported?

(g) What modifications would be necessary to

insure accurate accounting of all imputed

costs?

(h) What extr,_olations can be made regarding

costs of appropriate services for clients

which would be present under full imple-

mentation?

(i) What obstacles would need to be overcome

to permit accurate projection of costs

associated with "ideal" service provisions?

(j) What differentiation in cost items of

functions exist between regular and experi-

mental Head Start programs?

It was anticipated that tho exploration of these

questions through the first round visits in the fall , and

analysis of cost-related items in the Task II questionnaire

would provide a basis for the formulation of a procedure to

be used in the more extensive data collection of the second

round site visits.
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In visiting each site during the first round, docu-

ments (i.e., budgets and financial reports) were collected

and interviews were held with all personnel, expected to

have information or opinions regarding cost accounting pro-

cedures and cost experiences. The data gleaned from all

sources, above all else, confirmed that hard facts upon

which to draw conclusions would be sparse.

Findings from the first round visits will be presented

in some detail in the next chapter. However, it was clear

after the first round that there was an insufficient base

of data on which to draw conclusions about the differential

costs of serving the handicapped in Head Start. Further,

this data insufficiency would not be resolved merely by

visiting or corresponding with more agencies to collect more

data, although that would be a necessary aspect of seeking

better answers. Rather, a better solution called for the

adoption, at least on a pilot or limited sample basis, of

an accounting procedure which extended beyond most that were

currently in use.

Such modifications in procedure had the major purpose

of identifying expenditures (actual and imputed) which could

be linked as necessary items in the service of the handicapped
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and are aistin,.:t fro s.,--ices that are necessary and typical

for all other cllildren. Identification would, of course,

be followed by :;nalysis to permit classification into func-

tional cost categories and determination of the marginal

costs (probably expressed as a differential index) within

- such a functi Tel /breakdown.

This pilot procedure would mainly involve the handling

of both actual and imputed costs, each having items which

are directly and totally associated with the handicapped as

well as other items which must be pro-rated between handi-

capped and typical children. These aspects might best be

seen as a two-by-two matrix (Figure 1), in which only cell

1 can be easily identified, quantified, and allocated.

Examples of items falling into that cell would be the cost

of construction of a ramp for wheel chairs or purchased

consultation relating to mobility instruction of a blind

child.

Actual expenaitures which must be pro-rated, as in

cell 2, though easily identified and quantified, would be

allocated by an arbitrary determination based on a "best

estimate" of the degree to which the item of established cost

is distributed between handicapped and typical children. An

44
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Direct Charges Pro-rated Charges

Actual Easily identified 1 7asily identified 2

Expendi- Precisely quantified Precisely quantified
tures Unequivocally allocated Arbitrarily allocated

Arbitrarily identified Arbitrarily identified 4

Imputed Arbitra ily quantifie Arbitrarily quantified
Costs Uneqa.i.vocally allocated Arbitrarily allocated

Fig. 1. Matrix of cost categories.

example would be the proportion of the salary of a teacher who

has handicapped children as part of a regular group. In order

to achieve some validity to this arbitrary allocation, guide-

lines would be necessary for estimating the degree to which

children with special ._reds demand time from different

classifications of personnel.

In the case of imputed costs of services directly

concerned with the handicapped (cell 3), it is an arbitrary

decision as to whether a certain contributed item should be

considered a part of the Head Start program. If so, its value

is also a matter of arbitrary decision, which hopefully can

be somewhat standardized by establishing a rate schedule for

commonly contributed services. An example would be an

otologist's assessment and consultative aide contributed free
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of charge by a medical school clinic, to the Head Start

speech therapist on behalf of a deaf child. This clearly

would be directly supportive and therefore allocated for

the handicapped. But the question is this: Is it a Head

Start cost, and what is its dollar value?

The accounting is all the more uncertain in the situa-

tion presented in cell 4, where all efforts to establish costs

for the handicapped are based on arbitrary judgments. This

would be exemplified by such items as time spent by a local

public school psychologist in discussing with Head Start

staff, all of the children (handicapped and non-handicapped)

for whom optimal kindergarten placement is desired, or the

well-child pediatric clinic services brought to the center

by the health department for the convenience of the Head Start

families.

The pilot application of an accounting procedure

using such approaches, complete with guidelines to reduce

variance in the arbitrary decisions, with an appropriate

sample of Head Start agencies, was explored as a necessary

step in taking the cost analysis beyond its present status

to arrive at a firm basis for projecting funding.
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Consideration was given to asking a number of programs,

who enrolled significant: numbers of handicapped, to "try out"

such a modified accounting system during the final quarter

of the 1973-1974 fiscal year. However, the proposal was

discouraged by OCD advisors as infeasible due to probable

adverse reaction from the field.

In view of data of the first round site visits and

the Task II questionnaire, it was determined that procedures

in the second round visits must be relatively unobtrusive

and not too complex. Existing cost accounting practices in

the field would not lend themselves td'identification and

documentation of most excess costs which would be expected

to be involved in serving the handicapped. The information

base upon which Head Start personnel might make estimates

regarding the costs of services delivered, to say rothing of

those services needed but not delivered, was likely to be

extremely untrustworthy.

Given these constraints, two general means were employed

for gathering potentially useful data. One involved the

collection and analysis of existing budgets from each program

selected feerudy in the second round sample. The second
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involved inclusion of certain items related to costs in

the interview schedule used by field observers in their

discussions with staff on-site. The details of these two

general approaches will be discussed separately.

Budget Data

In attempting to make analyses of budgets from each

program, it was anticipated that certain problems of

standardization would be found. The budget year varies

somewhat among programs and in a number of instances

additional grants were received, usually for special

purposes, at times of the year not coinciding with the

basic budget year. There is also variance in the degree

to which separate budgets are maintained for the various

types of programs (e.g., full-day, part-day, Home Start,

Health Start), which any delegate agency might be operating.

The practice of using certain agencies as the core grantee

for training activities for a larger area al90 complicates

the analysis of budgets. The varying practices regarding

the allocation of supplemental funds for the handicapped

from the federal and regional levels introduces an

additional complication. Overshadowing all this was

the probability of reluctance on the part of some
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program directors to share such documents, in light of the

defensive posture of programs regarding funding and mandates.

In spite of these constraints, an attdov was made

to collect all relevant budget forms from each program in

the sample. This included, where applicable, any special

, supplemental grants, such as those for the handicapped of

training activities. Analysis of these documents included

a separate study of regular and handicapped program budgets,

where each existed, and a conversion of budget totals

(including both federal and non-federal sources) into costs

per child-hour in center-based programs. Such analysis

required the separation of Health Start and Home Start programs,

and the determination of actual weeks and hours of child

attendance as the basic cost unit.

The variation in child/hour costs between regularly

funded programs and those receiving grants for the operation

of special programs for the handicapped was an initial item

of =Analysis. Since it could be foreseen that the major factor

in higher expenditures would be "having it to spend," this

variation is probably of little import. A more germaine

relationship was hypothesized, i.e., that which might exist

between child/hour costs and intensity of inclusion of the
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handicapped, particularly the severely handicapped, and

certain types of handicapped, and measures of adjudged quality

of programming.

Another aspect of budget analysis involved the deter-

mination of the percent of the budget total which was allo-

- cated for instructional salaries, support salaries, personnel

salaries in general, and support consultants and service con-

tracts. To accomplish this, a breakdown of the basic eight-

line-item budget was performed, isolating those personnel

{both salaried and contracted) which were concerned with

classroom instruction, from those concerned with ancillary

support. In view of previous observations, both in Head Start

and in other studies of costs of educational services for the

handicapped, it was anticipated that the needs or the handi-

capped might be reflected in heavier we lhting of the total

budget in line items concerned with either direct instructional

personnel or contracted special ancillary support services.

To search for such relationships, correlations were computed

among three sets of variables as follows:

V.
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1. Cost Variables (as presented in budgets)

(a) Child/hour costs in regular budget

(b) Child/hour costs in special handicapped

budget
(c) Percent of budget allocated to

salaries and wages

(d) Percent of budget allocated to
instructional salaries and wages.

(e) Percent of budget allocated to support

salaries and wages

(f) Percent of budget allocated to
contracted and consultant services

(g) Percent of budget allocated to support

consultants
(h) Percent of budget allocated to other

contracted services
(i) Percent of budget allocated to travel

(j) Percent of budget allocated to space

and facilities
(k) Percent of budget allocated to supplies

(1) Percent of budget allocated to equipment

2. Enrollment Characteristics (as presented in

program reports and documented by site

visit observations)

(a) Percent enrollment of handicapped

(b) Percent enrollment of severely handicapped

(c) Percent enrollment of mildly handicapped

(d) Percent enrollment of blind

(e) Percent enrollment of visually impaired

(f) Percent enrollment of deaf

(g) Percent enrollment of hearing impaired

(h) Percent enrollment of health and

development impaired
(i) Percent enrollment of physically impaired

(j) Percent enrollment of speech and

language impaired
(k) Perdent enrollment of emotionally disturbed

(1) Percen4- enrollment of mentally retarded

(m) Percent enrollment of undifferentiated

diagnosis.

(n) Severity of handicap in selected "case

study" children
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3. Programming Quality Measures (as documented
by site visit observations)

(a) Instructional materials available
and adequate

(b) Teacher preparation for class activities

(c) Teacher presentation
(d) Teacher emphasis on speech and language

(e) Individualization of instruction

(f) Physical and psychological environment'

(g) Inz-gration of handicapped

Site Visit Data

Procedures for site visits in the second round called\

for the collection of three distinct types of information:

(a) Program-level data obtained in interviews

with administrative staff,

(b) Child-specific data obtained through'

interviews, document analysis, and

observation of selected handicapped

children, and

(c) Classroom observation.

Selected items of cost information were included in the process

of obtaining program-level and child-specific data. In

general, these items covered the following nine broad

categOries:

1. Program data

(a) Supplemental grants

(b) Services from other community resources

...: 52
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(c) Modifications to facilities

(d) Training and technical assistance

2. Child-specific data

(a) Diagnostic services

(b) Classroom program

(c) Outside services (other than

diagnostics)

(d) Transportation

(e) Parent inItiolvement

Data relating with each of these categories were analyzed

and summarized as a supplement; and in some cases, in

contrast with budget data. The interview process permitted

probing into particular details regarding expenditures, both

those which had occurred and those which would have been

desirable in order to serve handicapped children.



CHAPTER III

FINDINGS

The results obtained through the various approaches

utilized in the Task IV effort will be presented under four

general categories:

(a) Observations from first-round site visits,

(b) Information from the Task II questionnaire

survey of full-year Head Start programs,

(c) Analysis of budgets in programs in the

second-round sample, and

(d) Interviews and observations in second-round

programs.

First-Round Observations

Observations made by site visit staff in 16 regular

Head Start and 11 experimental programs in November and

December, 1973,
3

demonstrated that current cost accounting

procedures do not lend themselves to identification and

documentation of most of the factors which might be

expected to le crucial to establishing excess cost

relationships between the handicapped and typical child.

The major observations can be summarized as follows:

3Budget information was not obtained on any of the
three experimental programs visited in early spring, i.e.,
Anchorage, Alaska, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and St. Paul,
Minnesota.

50
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Existing financial accounting procedures were

straight-forward, apparently easily followed, and not very

stringent. Requirements on financial reports from the

fedcral level appeared to permit consider-cable latitude

and diu not call for any more detail than the eight

ge: . -' line items (plus sub-totals for personnel and

non personnel) which appeared on the budget (OS -189) cover

page. While budget forms called for additional detail

within each Jf the eight general lines, the line item

format was maintained. The general lines for personnel

were:

1.1 Salaries and Wages, which ranged from

as few as three lines in most budgets

(types of personnel) to as many as 12.

1.2 Fringe Benefits, which on the average

required three or four lines, for example,

for,FICA, health insurance, unemployment

insurance.

1.3 Consultants and Contract Services, which

typically inclu(4-1 two or three types of

consultants: medical, dental and

psychological services; pre-service and

in-service trainrng; and usually audit

service. A total of six to eight line

items was average.
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The general lines for non-personnel were:

2.1 Travel, which included pupil transportatio.-.

staff transportation (local and out-of-area),

parent transportation, and per diem expenses,

usually entailed not more than six lines.

2.2 Space Costs and Rentals, which included

classrooms and office space rentals and

utilities, usually five or six lines.

2.3 Consumable Supplies, which included, for example,
*

classroom and other teaching supplies, food,

postage, medical supplies, about six lines.

2.4 Equipment Rental, Lease, or Purchase, which

covered classrooms, offices, and vehicles,

approximately four line-.

2.5 Other Costs, which included parent activities,

field trip fares, various insurance and

bonding costs, from. five to ten lines.

Th're was no requirement or provision for converting

this line item format into a functional category accounting

system nor for obtaining a breakdown between categories of

children such as "handicapped" versus "non-h.Indicapped."

While cer,in specific line items might be concerned solely

with a service for the handicapped, no instance was noted

in which a "sortie . -out" of such items was being done.

It appeared that existing procedures were such

that personnel with modest qualification in accounting
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were handling the necessary tasks with relative ease.

Accounting typically was handled at the delegate agency

level (except where grantees operated centers directly).

Records were generally in good oz'der and accessible for

scrutiny. 4

2. The accounting systems currently use did

not lend themselves readily to making categq.ical

distinctions between regular costs and "e cess" costs

in serving the handicapped. It was generally felt by

field staff conducting the field visits (and confirmed

by personnel in the agencies) that modifications which

would make such distinctions feasible could be made. No

one welcomed the idea of complicating the existing simple

system, but there was general recognition that the product

of such accounting procedures could be important and that

if clear instructions were developed, the addition

burden would not be overwhelming. As one agency bookkeeper

put it, "After eight years in this kind of thing, what's

one more change in government procedure:"

3. Personnel have not been making an effort to

keep track of costs associated with servicing the

handicapped. There has been no requirement that they

do so, and in view of the negligible available extra

s,
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resources for such service, there has been no incentive.

Therefore, attempts to document cost experiences for the

purpose of this study, or even to make rough estimates,

were largely dependent on a review of current ledgers to

ascertain any expenditures which could be clearly attrib-

utable to the handicapped effort. Another possibility was

to determine whether personnel time had been added or

altered due, solely or in part, to inclusion of children

who required greater than proportionate stE f attention,

and if so, to make an estimation regarding the pro-rata

share of staff cost which was involved. Attempts to

establish data in either of these ways yielded very few

instances cf significant expenditures attributable to

serving the handicapped.

4. Existing practices did not provide a complete,

accurate accounting of imputed costs. Although procedures

provided for recording of the financial value of contributed

services, and this was usually done to the extent of estab-

lishing a 20 percent non-federal share in budgets and

financial statements, it is likely that many more direct

services to children, particularly to handicapped children,

come about as a direct result of and extension to Head Start

enrollment. The determination of whether such supportive

S
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services should be construed as a part of the Head Start

effort (an imputed cost) or merely an aspect of total

societal investment in persons with special needs, is

an uncertain matter. If Head Start is viewed as the

central social service agency for that segment of society

of a certain age and economic status, then it is likely

that costs of many supportive services (medical, psycho-

logical, social work, and others) should be added to the

Head Start total. There was considerable evidence that

the handicapped effort has increased the incidence of

contributed services of relatively high unit cost (e.g.,

psychological services, medical specialties) and that

true imputed costs (the value of in-kind services) may

be much greater than have been reported. Head Start

personnel indicated that there has been no incentive for

reporting all in-kind values, once the appropriate minimum

local share has been accounted for. In fact, it is likely

that non-reporting will continue because programs fear

that federal input of funds will be reduced if contributed

services are easily obtained.

5. Estimated projections focused on cost of

staffing. Attempts to secure "educated guesses" from

Head Start personnel regarding projected costs of
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providing optimal services for all handicapped children

otherwise eligible, led to speculation following a rather

consistent thread. The staffs of most agencies saw the

problem almost exclusively as one of staffing, with the

greatest emphasis being quantity of staffing. The

handicapp2d child was, by internally applied definition,

one who required extraordinary staff time. This was often

expressed as "one to one" adult care for the child. Also

a matter of staffing, but more qualitative, was the belief

that considerable pre-service and/or in-service training

of Head Start personnel would be required to fully

implement the mandate, Instructional materials and

equipment, facilities modification, and supportive

services were not prominently mentioned as major costs

concerns. While staffs viewed all these things as

costly, they had little idea of "how costly" and seldom

recognized that determination of such amounts would
4

require a considerably more involved accounting procedure

than is now used, with arbitrarily applied criteria for

classification of expenditures. There were very few

instances in which service for handicapped was perceived

as requiring separate, special classes or facilities.

Those who did express this view tended to be either the

60
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very naive, holding very vague or distorted ideas about

the nature of the handicapped population, or the very

technically sophisticated who, being expert in care of

the handicapped, thouglit: that the competence of most

Head Start personnel was not sufficient to permit

integrated programming. Except for the minority of

persons occupying either of those extremes, estimates

of projected costs by most Head Start personnel did not

involve the special class concept. In order to develop

reliable estimates of costs of "ideal" service provision,

it will be necessary to supply to agency personnel a much

clearer definition of "handicap" and secure better

understanding of the children and the service provisions

which are, or could be, involved. At the present level

of ambiguity on these matters, cost projection by personnel

in the programs amounts to little more than guessing.

6. The comparison of the 11 experimental demonstra-

tion protects to the 16 regular Head Start programs of the

firstroundprovided some valuable insights into what was

involved in cost determination. Most of the experimental

projects were constituted by an extra grant of from $30,000

to $50,000 to supplement an existing and continuing regular

Head Start program. Although separate accounting by the
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delegate agency or grantee for the experimental projects

versus the regular Head Start programs was the rule, in

most cases it was difficult and inappropriate to totally

separate all operational aspects of each project from the

other. Certain activities connected with the experimental

project in a given agency would have carryover effect on

non-handicapped children. Conversely, activity supported

by the regular project grant might affect handicapped

children as much non-handicapped. Therefore, it is

problematic as to whether the most valid basis for

fixing per-child costs in an experimental project is

provided by using as a divisor the number of handicapped

children enrolled, or the total children enrolled. To

the extent that a particular experimental project was

focused on direct service to children, it would be valid

to arrive at a total cost per handicapped child by simply

addiAg together the per-child cost from the regular program

plus the special per-child cost derived by dividing the

experimental budget total by the number of handicapped

children served in that project. However, it was rare,

if ever, that an experimental project could be said to

be focused merely on direct child service. The very

fact of being "experimental" introduced the necessity

r`
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that much of the activity (and therefore cost) was concerned

with development and testing of models, dissemination, and

training of personnel. The cost distribution between

experimentation, development, and application phases of

any endeavor is difficult to pin down with precision, but

it is assumed that the cost of replication or continuation

of an established model will be considerably less than

that of initial development. At the time of our fall

visits, the experimental projects were still very much

in the development stage.

The experimental projects, as a whole, devoted

more funds to the provision of staff training, than was

the case with regular programs. One project was concerned

exclusively with the development and testing of staff

training models and had no direct operational function.

Another devoted approximately 75 percent of its activity

(and budget) to personnel training models while .serving

a small group of handicapped in a classroom within a

University Affiliated Facility's Clinical Training Center.

It might be expecte0, that even in the long term, personnel

training costs would be a continued extra cost directly

attributable to enrollment of the handicapped. If so, a

basis for determining how much training, by what delivery

1111,
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system, to what size and constituency of groups, and

therefore its cost, could be developed from examination

of the current experimental projects.

In those projects where the experimental budget

covered total operation of the program for a group of

handicapped children, as contrasted with those only'

providing a supplement to children served by a regular

Head Start budget, the reported costs per child/week in

those programs studied in the first round, did not appear

to be significantly greater than those found in many

regular programs. A range of $35 to $55 per child/week

was common in both types of programs. Although more

study would be required to determine the reliability of the

data and their interpretation, it would appear that

those experimental programs which are designed to

supplement regular program enrollment, constitute a

more expensive model than those which are operationally

and fiscally self-contained. This may be purely an

artifact of bookkeeping, but it is reasonable to expect

that such supplemental projects, concerned with development

and personnel training activities, should actually be

viewed as having their costs spread over a much wider

population than just those children with whom the project

r-
64
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is directly related. The "spin-off" of these programs,

through the multiplicative effect of teachers who learn

and then pass on skills and knowledge to other teachers,

must be considered when "costing out" any experimental

project. In a somewhat analogous way, the "spin-off"

of having handicapped children integrated in regular

Head Start programs, where the human interactions in both

social and cognitive developmental activities for all

children are subtly influenced by the presence of the

handicapped, must also be considered when "costing out"

the enrollment of each handicapped child. In both cases,

the ultimate effect can be shown to be a magnification of

return for the dollar spent.

These observations from the first round visits

played a significant part in determining the procedures

deemed appropriate for securing additional data in the

second round.

Findings from the Full-Year Survey
of Regular Head Start Programs

The second source of preliminary data was secured

from particular cost items included in the questionnaires

returned by 1,353 grantees and delegate agencies in late

fall, approximately 80 percent of the population of

VJ
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full-year regular Head Start programs. As with any mailed

questionnaire instrument, there is consider 'ole opportunity

for unintentional error due to misinterprctation, as well

as conscious distortion in the absencesof audit. The

nature of some of the questions was such that they could

only elicit estimates. While some of the data obtained

from these questions could be calculated on a per pupil

basis, other data could only be handled sensibly with

the total program as the cost unit.

The cost items of the questionnaire focuse3 mainly

on expenditures beyond those incurred for rea-iar

instructional personnel. In most case; the., were

services obtained through contracts (e.g., consultants,

training) and therefore more directly identifiable and

documentable costs, but ones which, if the assumptions

discussed earlier are valid, would constitute a relatively

small portion of the actual differential. To the extent

ithat some of these services may have been performed by

regularly employed supl personnel, the costs would be

pro-rated, more difficult to document, but possibly

constituting a greater proportion of the total.

Diagnostic services. One item dealt with reported

costs of diagnostic services for the hancicapped in Head

INS
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Start, whether such services were provided by the Head

Start grant or were obtained from other sources. Pooling

the data across all of the programs reporting a given

classification of handicapped child, permitted the

computation of an average expenditure, per program, for

such services. This figure was then translated to a

per-pupil unit by dividing the total expenditures by the

reported number of children with that handicap enrolled

within those particular programs. This method of

computation did not allow for the children having the

same handicapping condition but enrolled in programs

(over half of the total) which did not report any costs

for diagnostic services. Since we did not know whether

costs were non-existent or merely non-reported in non-

reporting programs, the only conclusion we can draw about

the resulting data is that the figures are highly tenuous.

With these limitations clearly in mind, some observations

about the reported costs for diagnostic services may still

be worthy of note.

The most frequently reported type of handicapping

condition was speech impairment, with 955 (80.2 percent)

of the programs reporting at least one such child. Of

that total', tJq0 programs reported having costs (either

EVY 1.
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for diagnostic services, .chile not perfect, did remain

quite consistent. In order of magnitude, the reported

pr-child costs for diagnostic services fro'' combined

Head Start and other sources are presented In Table 2 (p. 67).

In every case,pro4ra-s repor.2d a larger cost

attr1uted to "other funding so -ces' than to the Head

Start :,runt, rangin-; :r - percent more in the tase of

health or J.evelopmer.ial 1=7. --ent and speech impairment

to 78 percent more in the case of deafness. This

differentiatie d'd not appear to Le a matter of greater

volume of funds available from other sources, but rather

that fewer program, and therefore fewer children, were

reported as receiving help in diagnostic services fiom

outside scpirce3, and for tlose that do, the unit value

wa:- great It was dh,o quite possitle that the estimates

f arce

th,it 1.:CO,Tira
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to $1,0410 per year. It is very clear, however, that the

large bulk of the enrolled handicapped would be the less

exoensive ones, with the high cost services being needed

very infrequently.

Given the wide rage in extra costs for diagnostic

services, and the wide range in incidence of various

handicapping conditions, it is almost meaningless to speak

of "average' costs for these services. One way of

approximating such a figure would be to multiply the

reported costs for each handicapping condition times the

reported incidence cf that condition among the programs

enrolling handicapped children. On the basis of approximately

10 percent of tc.al Head Start enrollments in the survey

being classified handicapped, a figure for diagnostic

services might be projected.

While such figures might be useful for estimatior of

excess cost on a national or regional basis, and possibly fcor

very large nead Start agencies, it is obvious that the wide

variances which exist make the application of this " average"

cost for diagnostic services to most program budgets an

extremely uncerta:7 procedure. The introduction of a few

blind children a pro-Tram, for example, could be
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES FOR
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN HEAD START

Incidence in

Handicapping Head Start

Condition Programs

Costs for

Diagnostic
Services

Weighted
Costs

Blindness 0.05% $581 $ 29.1

Deafness 0.10% 267 26.7

Mental retardation 0.75% 249 186.8

Serious ,,totional

Disturbance 1.23% 194 238.6

Physical handicap 0.95% 160 152.0

Visual impairment 0.66% 151 33.7

Hearing impairment 0.80% 136 108.8

Speech impairment 3.54% 106 375.2

Health, developmental
impairment 2.02% 100 202.0

Total 10.10% $1,418.9

Mean weighted cost.s/child $140.5

expected to significantly alter the cost picture for

diagnostic services.

Special services. Another item of the full-year

program questionnaire addressed the number of children

receiving certain special services as a consequence of

their handicapping condition, and the estimated costs of

these services. The range of special services included

individualized counseling for the child, counseling for

parents, medication or drug therapy, prosthetic devices,

physical therapy, "adjustment skills" experiences

relating to physical handicaps, and "other" services.
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Again, the numbers of children reported to have

received such services varied as a function of incidence

of enrollment, with the numbers receiving services

constituting from 77 percent to 80 percent of those

enrolled within each category of handicap. The costs

per child for these special services, from Head Start

grants and other sources combined, followed much the

same order, with minor variation, as that reported for

diagnostic services. In order of magnitude, the costs
___---

_---
were reported,as indicated in Tdble 3: -Again, an

estimation of the additional costs for providing special

services for handicapped children, on the average, might

be determined by utilizing incidence figures and derived

"weighted costs."

The differentiation between Head Start grants and

other fu-ding sources again followed the pattern of fewer

children being involved in the receipt of services covered

by outside funds and a much greater value imputed for those

services coming from "other services." As in the case

of diagnostic services, the utility of an "average" cost

figure, on other than very large population units, is

questionable. According to these data, the greatest costs

for special services are associated with the deaf and with
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TABLE 3

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR S_ECIAL SERVICES FOR
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN IN HEAD START

Handicapping
Condition

Incidence in Costs for
Head Start Special
Programs Services

Weighted
Costs

Deafness .10% $1802 180.2

Blindness :05% 1628 31.4

Serious Emotional
Disturbance 1.23% 620 762.6

Hearing impairment .80% 585 468.0

Mental retardation .75% 457 342.8

Physical handicap .95% 286 271.7

Visual impairment .66% 248 163.7

Health, developmental
impairment 2.02% 169 341.4

Speech impairment 3,54% 155 548.71
Total 10.10% 3160.5

Mean weighted costs/chila $312.9

the blind. In an individual Head Start center, the inclusion

of such children would be expected to alter the cost picture

completely, since the anticipated costs of the special

services alone, to say nothing of diagnostic costs and

regular t .ier costs, would add at least 150 percent to

the averayL regular cost per child.

Physical facilities. The full-year program question-

naire also asked for a report on costs of modifications in

physical facilities, required to better serve handicapped

children, whether such modifications had been accomplished,

werc, being planned to occur in the near future, or were

recoyoized as na+ded but currently unscheduled. Such data
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could only be reported on the basis of the total program,

and made no allowance for indicating the number of children

or the types of handicaps ,thich were involved. Again, the

sources of funding for such modifications included both

Head Start grants and other sources. Since only 87, or

7.3 percent, of the 1,215 programs having handicapped

children enrolled indicated a need for special or modified

physical facilities, these data cannot be considered to

have a very large impact on the total cost picture.

Reported costs of modifications completed averaged $621

per program for those secured from Head Start funds and

$3,667 for those paid from other sources. For those

scheduled for completion in the near future, the average

costs per program were more uniform, $1,115 and $1,460,

from the two types of sources. Estimates on needed, but

unscheduled, modifications were much higher, averaging

$4,889 among the 13 programs so reporting. One could

speculate that modifications in physical facilities would

most frequently be perceived as necessary in the case of

physi ally handicapped, blind, or deaf children, which, in

terms of incidence, represent only a small proportion of

total handicapped children who might be enrolled in Head

Start. If this is the case, the number of children

74
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involved wo ld be small and, therefore, tne costs per child

would be great. However, in the absence of precise data

regarding the number of children enrolled in those programs

reporting on this matter, the meaning of the figures reported

is unclear. Although a mean number of 17 handicapped

children per program was reported among the 1,327 programs

nationally, it is probable that those reporting on costs

for physical facilities would have much more than the

average number enrolled.

Special equipment and materials. A similar sitLation

exists in the case of an item on the full-year program

questionnaire dealing with purchased, planned, or needed

special equipment and materials. A somewhat larger number

of programs reported data on this subject, with the average

costs of purchases from Head Start funds being $504 per

program and from other sources being $589. Those materials

for which the acquisition was scheduled in the near future

were estimated somewhat higher, $965 and $631 respectively,

and those which were reported as needed but not yet acquired

or planned were priced at $1,848 per program. Again, the

translation of these data into costs per handicapped child

enrolled is extremely tenuous. The mean of approximately

17 handicapped children per program, reported by the 1,327

7.0
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programs responding to the questionnaire, has doubtful

relevance wren applied to the 100-200 programs reporting

in this category, Lut would average $64 per child.

However, on the basis of what is known from other sources

regarding costs for handicapped children in public schools,

the costs of any non-personnel items in a total budget

rarely exceed 20 percent. Accordingly, the costs associated

with equipment and materials would. on the average, rarely

exceed five percent, and would be limited to the few cases

where special academic instructional materials are required,

e.g. for the deaf, the blind, or the physically handicapped.

The degree to which such 2ds would be relevant for pre-

school will be discussed at a later point, but it should

be clear that this aspect of the total extra costs of
hit

serving the handicapped will be rather insignificant.

Personnel training. In response to questions

regarding pre-service and in-service training for staff

1
in full-year Head Start programs, a somewhat larger

proportion of the total number of programs responding

indicated costs associated with such activities pertaining

to the handicapped. An average cost of $520 per program

was reported by the 443 programs which supported pre-

service training by Head Start grants, and $383 per program

U
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by those supported from other sources. An expression of

need for more pre-service training was estimated at $1,585

per program. Translating these figures to costs per child

is again tenuous, but since these data reflect reports from

approximately half of the total programs claiming to be

serving at least some handicapped children, it may be

reasonable to apply the average figure of about 17

handicapped children per program, and combining the costs

from both sources, compute an average expenditure in the

neighborhood of $53 per handicapped child.

Similarly, in the area o' in-service training, 408

programs reported that they wereroviding such activities

from Head Start funds at an average cost of $481 per program,

while 264 of these programs were conducting additional

training with funds from other sources at an average cost

of $579 per program. Somewhat larger cost estimates were

given for training that was scheduled to be initiated in

the near future, and a need was expressed for additional

training beyond that which was occurring or was planned.

Estimated cosmos of such needed training were $1,527 per

program. Applying the average figure of li handicapped

children pe_ program would indicate that about $62 per

child was being expended for in-service training.

Ii
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While the estimated cost figures for additionally

needed training activities probably should be considered

in light of the tendency to be rather expansive when

expressing "wishes,' the f'7,ures of over $1,500 per

program, for pre-service and in-service training each,

would indic?te an added expenditure of about $175 per

haridicapped child.

Summary of full-year survey data. The utility of

the data from the full-year Head Start program survey for

establishing the amount of extra costs experienced in

serving the handicapped and for projecting what costs

should be entailed if optimal programming were provided,

is limited by the fact that thes data deal only with

diagnostic services, special services beyond that provided

by the regular classroom teacher and aloes, modifications

in physical facilities, special equipment and materials,

and personnel training. The extra costs associated with

a more intensive ritio of regular staff (teacher and aides)

and with any other costs which must be pro-rated, such as

administration, are not addressed by these data.

A summation of the average costs per child for

those items covered by the questionnaire (excluding those

concerned with modification of physical facilities, where
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the cases were too few to permit any valid computation)

may be useful in providing a tent.ativt_ indicator of

average costs, if applied to a sufficiently wide population

base. The amounts reported as cost history (as distinguished

from cost projections) were:

Diagnostic services $141.00

Special services 313.00
Special equipment & materials 64.00

Pre-service training 53.00

In-service training 62.00

Total $633.00

To a major extent, these amounts can be assumed to

be above and beyond the base costs for full-year Head Start

programming for typical children, which average something

over $1,600. Although the possibilities for distortion in

these data were plentiful, and the variance among the

several classifications of handicap was so wide as to make

the application of any average figure inappropriate within

a small population, the figures from these sources may

contribute meaningfully to an estimation of the total

differOtial costs in serving the handicapped.

Budget Analysis in Second Round Programs

In contrast to the information derived from ques-

tionnaires or interviews, where respondent interpretation

Mt
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enters into the raw data, the analysis of budgets of the 36

regular Head Start programs visited in the second round

provided a means Of looking directly at financial variations

which might exist as a function of "types" of children or

service delivered, without the mediating influences of

possibly biased persons. While the degree of congruence

between budget documents and actual expenditures can always

be questioned and the interpretation of the document by the

data collector is subject to error, the type of error

introduced by this approach is at least of a different

nature from that anticipated in the other approaches.

The difficulty with securing copies of budgets

was not serious, although in five cases it required

repeated "pleading" by telephone after initial failure to

obtain the documents while on the site visit. Fairly complete

budget data were eventually secured from all programs.

Budget analysis revealed a wide range of factors

entering into cost figures. The necessity of converting

data into child/hour costs was made evident by the finding

that the normal year for child attendance varied from 30

weeks to 52 weeks (mean = 36.9) and the number of hours in

attendance per week ranged from 16 hours to 50 hours

(mean = 26.7).

gal
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budget categories, revealed scattered instances of significant

relationships, no more than would he expected purely by

chanc-. One observation which may be of some interest was

finding, in the case of enrollment of severely

mentally retarded, of a ne- tive relationship with percentage

of budget in instruct--mal personnel and a positive

relationsh:p with percentage of budget in support personnel.

To the extent that this may be more than a chance variation,

it would suggest that programs enrolling mores severely

mentally retarded may tend to see their need for resources

more in the kinds of perstnnel who support rathci than

instruct. Again, the mean enrollment of severely mentally

retarded was only one-half of one percent, and only 13 of

the 36 programs reported any such enrollment.

In addition to percentage of enrollment, as an

indicator of degree or magnitude`of the problem facing

He-id Start programs in attempting to serve the Iland4_capped,

another measure was generated by the perceived degree of

severity of handicap of the selected case study children.

Since the number )f children studied in each program

varied, it was necef ry to compute an "ay.erage" of

composite score for each program which would represent

the severity of handicap, as judged by kite visitors,
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with which program personnel had to cope. Correlations

N-J
)Letween this "composite severity index" and the several

cost variables yielded only one significant relationship

out of twelve possible computed on regular budgets.

However, that one was a strong positive relationship

between severity of handicap and percent of budget used

for equipment.

Correlations between Cost
Quality of the Second Round

Correlations computed between the cost variables

and the derived rn2asures of program quality, i.e.,

instructiorlal materials, teacher's preparation, teacher's

presentation, teacher's emphasis on speech and language,

individualization of instruction, physical and psychological

environment, and integration of the handicapped yielded

virtually no significant relationship. only one, the

Pearson "r" of -.58 between child/hour cost and integration

score approached significance (.06 level). If this were

interpreted as a valid relationship, it would suggest that

lower child/hour expenditures were associated with higher

integration. However, it would 1-r extremely risky to

draw conclusions on the basis of these data.

ti
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Site Visit Data of Second
Round Pt-cr--,--;

The observations made in second round visits con-

sisted of two general categories, program-level information

and child-specifi- data. Within each of those categories,
\.

the experience and opinion of program personnel were probed

to elicit data on a number of topics.

Supp1e-ent,a1 grants. The receipt and use of special

supplemental fands, earmarked for better serving the

handicapped, were acknowledged by 13 of the 36 programs.

In only six cases were there actual 1---lgets for supplemental

lo
yial-ices

"ac mr1rPit l''In rc c:thc maining prgra-_0 i i-
, _ . _

allocation, e.g., $180 per handicapped enrolled or $12

per total enrollment. In two cases, 4-his type of allocation

was not even acknowledged as an earmarl-cad amount requiring

accounting of particular usage.

The use of supplemental funds, where a specific

budget existed, revealed an approximately similar

'Ne

di,ltribution of funds among categories, with the apparent

exception 01 greater allocations for contract consultant

services.

Respondents to questions regarding the use of

special funds received ;ade mention of training for
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incumbent personnel (four times), purchase of diagnostic and

therapeutic servic.Js (four times) , supplies and eq... cnt

(three times), and hiring of new personnel (two times) .

The atterrzt to firm Ilollar figures to these

items was largely unsuccessful. P-rsonnel in the programs

tended to have little time or interest in the details of

finance of services, and wr-re understandabl: vague about

sources and 'Iscs of vario_:s accounts. This was especially

true in programs whcrr funds cae fro. a variety of

federal, state, local and non-gover=ental agencies.

Personnel v. ere also asked to indicate the purposes

for which addit'- --1 funds would be used if they were

available. In 23 of the 3f) programs, persons interviced

saw no nc-d f,-)r additional funds for serving of the

handicpped. %Tnong te'25 prograr-s, where opinions were

expressc:1 reg-,rding the nerd for more finds, additional

specialived personnel we-r(_ a priority item (mentioned in

23 inst .nces), and inserv:-e trainInj of oxistinq staff

was indie,tcd n 13 instanoc',. pur(2has of consultants

and othr-r contrJa-A(_-1 w=is t c n is tile' 7_re feasible

approar-1 In 1Y. pro4r,17,s. LTIlpr%cnt, instruct)on_l materials,

and fad 1 1 t 1f mchfication mere ';'',Honed in 15 instances.
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Estimates of the financial resources needed to

accomplish adequate programming for the handicapped

were wildly variant. A modest-sized program enrolling

only 14 '-andicaoped, out of 128 total, estimated a need

for $150,000. A smaller program enrolling 3 handicapped

out of 76 estimated a need for $100,000 to tool-up for

such service, while only $65,000 was indicated by a much

larger program which had identified 233 handicapped

children in a total enrollment of 1,900. These figures

are presented merely to illustrate the difficulty, among

most Head Start directors of programs we visited, to

conceptualize the nature and magnitude of needed resources.

Some saw their needs in rather concise terms, e.g., $600

for a particular in-service training package, or $3,000

2
for some speech and hearing equipment. Others proposed

an approximate doubling of existing staff, facilities,

and contracted services.

Community services. The 36 programs, enrolling

1,346 handicapped (226 severely disabled and 1,120 mildly

impaired), reported community resources serving 875

handicapped. (Some children received more than one such

service and were, therefore, counted twice.) Numbers in
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each program receiving such service ranged from 0 to 233,

with a _c :n pt:r. program of 23.8 (S.D. 43.9) .

Value of ser7ices (par child) was unknown (i.e.,

impossible to estimate) in 44 out of 58 cases. Those

cases where a value could be established ranged from $12

per child for speech evaluations to $900 for complete

diagnostic, counseling, and follow-up for mentally

retarded, $500 for corrective surgery, and $400 for

hearing aids. Median per-child value for services to

which values were ascribed was $130 (mean = $221).

In 11 out of the 58 cases, the service was paid

by Head Start funds. Medicaid paid fOr services in

three instances, college or university clinics in nine

cases, Crippled Children's Services in eight cases, and

public school districts in five cases. A large variety

of other agencies, private and public, contributed the

service directly or bore the cost of the service delivered

by the provider-agency.

In 14 instances, services associated with speech

handicapped were mentioned. Psychological services

(diagnostic and/or therapeutic) were mentioned 19 times.

Medical services associated with physical health ptoblems

were mentioned 26 times. Diagnostic services appeared to
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be more frequently indicated than therapeutic services

(38 instances to 32), but in many cases the description

was unclear as to tne -o* --.4-ure of the service provided.

Services, not received but needed and reasonably

vailable from co~:'unity resources, were mentioned in 11a

of the 36 programs, including 265 larAniicapp(3 children.

Thorapcutic services were mentioned most frequently, and

focLIse d on medical and relatul needs for plysical handicaps

(four in stances) and mental health services (four inatances).

Costs for such services were estimaLc-1 in only four of the

programs, arid included such diverse items as $78 as an

outiay for orthopedic hiaces and $12C for year

long sp2c'ch therapy services.

Phys2cal facilities. Modifications in facilit:es

were reported in o

ranged frog- $75 to

nly 5 of the 36 prograns. Funds Inv.tste

1, 2O) and were largely ?ca tc,

neer_ls of the physlcal ly involver': chIld. Per-child

(handi capy d cM1dren)

from $6.88 to $141, lut

the intorpretatlon of

four of the five t

cots for modification, rang

th= small n,1:.Lers Involved leave

ta 111T-I1 y qrspc,:ldive In

r(-;,alzr !Ica( trt

9 1
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the cost of modifications, while in the remaining instances

all costs were contributed.

Ttminin'7 cn technical assistance. The cost of

training and technical assistance was very difficult to

establish since, in many cases, the service was either

provided throuh a State Training Office, with no infor-

mation as to cost (or value) a%ailablo to the recipient

program, or as a con,ribution of a local school system,

colleie or university, state department of education or

mental health, and other institutions or agencies.

Thirty-three of the 36 programs reported participa-

tion in at least one tra.ning and technical assistance

activity, with ei';ht prbgrams reporting three or more

separate activiti,isi Definite dollar values were indicated

for 26 of the 55 reported activities, with the values per

activity ran3in_T from $80 to $20,00. The median value on

activities for wh-r-h an amount was established was $467

(Mean --, $1,847).

Local Head Start funds were the primary source of

support for activities in 21 of the 55 instances. State,

regional, or other (i.e., Cluster Grant) OCD training

offices were indicated as providing the assistance in 14

instances.

92
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The most common model appeared to be the one- to

three-day workshop (28 instances), although longer work-

shops were described in six instances and college level,

credit bearing courses were also mentioned six times.

The content of training activity dealt primarily with

an orientation to handicapping conditions and an introduc-

tion to diagnostic and therapeutic techniques,

In responding to a question regarding projected

needs for training and technical assistance there was a

frequent expression of need for more intensive, specific

skill development. Eight of the 18 programs indicating

a need for more training and technical assistance focused

on such specific skills. Estimates of the costs for such

additional services were extremely random, with most

respondents "shooting from the hip" with estimates of

$1,000 tc $3,000. One large program proposed a $50,000

technical assistance team for pre-service training of

new staff.

Child-specific data. Costs associated with

serving 74 selected case study children were collected

in 26 7rograms. Since these cases included both severely

and mildly handicapped, there were many instances in which

no extra costs were identified.

93
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In the area of diagnostic services secured, 37

of the 74 children were listed as having received extra

services. In 19 ca,es, still mere service was needed.

In 17 of the 37 cases, the dollar value of services

received was unknown. Among the 20 cases where a cost

was determined, the range was from $15 (e.g., for speech

assessment) to $553 for a complete medical study, with

a median cost of $27.50 (mean = $86). FourtL (-)f the

20 cases involved speech and/or hearing evaluations,

seven included psychologicals, and six involved visual

evaluations. Complete medical studies were described

in 10 cases.

Extra costs associated with the classroom program

were described in only six locations. In two locations

(two children), minor facility modifications were described,

with contributed services. In five locations (nine children),

some extra materials and/or equipment had been provided,

ranging in cost from $10 to $100 per child.

Outside services (beyond diagnosis) were indicated

for 42 of the 74 children. Long-term speech therapy was

mentioned most frequently (12 cases), with psychological

services being purchased for seven cases, and a v-riety of

medical services for other -ases. In many instances, it

94
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The method of drawing data from a variety of

sources, with a variety of procedures, could be expected

to produce results w1-4-hov,ould not always be consistent.

It is th,I,refor6- necessary to)examine the instances in

which findings appeared to be inconsistent and to reconcile

existing differences. In many instances, apparent

discrepancies may be readily explained by the nature of

the data source or collection procedure. In other

instances, differences may remain a function of limited

sampling:

In general, cost information generating from the

full-year survey tended to present a stronger case for

a large differential between costs of services for regular

children versus that for the handicapped than appeared

from other sources. It might be that estimates made in

the absence of an interviewer who could ask for documenta-

tion would tend to be less conservative. On the other

hand, the number of cases represented by the questionnaire

93
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data is vastly greater than the small sampling with which

diret p_rsohal contact was made, and therefore thos:, data

cannot be totally di_scountod.

In another respect, analysis of regular budgets

largely failed to show any differences in cost characteris-

tics as a function of enrollment of the handicapped, unless

a special supplemental grant was received, whereupon the

per-child costs accelerated dramatically. However, even

in the cases of the few programs receiving supplemental

funds, variation in costs among those few did not appear

to be a function of magnitude of enrollment, severity of

handicap among those enrolled, or program quality

indicators.

These findings may be readily understood when one

considers that budgets were probably largely set forth on

the basis of expectations regarding the bulk of the program

enrollment, with little consideration that a significant

enrollment of significantly handicapped children might

be encountered. The enrollment of mildly handicapped,

which has constituted the situation in most programs,

could be accQmmodated within existing budgets since the

relatively modest variation in costs would be largely

assumable by contributed resources. The very few cases
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of severely handicapped children which have been in

attendance, except in those programs receiving special

supplemental grants, could also be absorbed without a

great strain on regular budgets, where little significant

additional programming was offered.

On the other hand, in those agencies receiving

supplemental funds, program enrichment can easily and

appropriately utilize whatever funds are available,

making possible the accommodation of greater numbers of

handicapped and/or more severely handicapped children.

The most reasonable explanation for the situation

on current and recent cost experience involves, therefore,

two factors.

First, there has been no significant funding

behind the mandate. Except for special grants for

experimental programs, the only provision of extra funds

to assist in the enrollment and service for handicapped

has been a small extra allowance, distributed by whatever

formula was deemed best by each Regional Office. This

nearly negligible "bonus" was reportedly used in some

agencies to purchase consultant services and training,

or materials and small equipment designed to be of

special value for certain handicapped children. In no

. 99
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case did this coh,stItute more than one percent of a

budg,-t. It was apr; rent th:t Tead Start decision-makers

have not been prone to dl1ert maior amounts of funds

from a customary budget item to meet a new or special

need associated with the handicapped. The shape and

balance of reaalar Head Start budgets appeared to have

become established without inclusion of extraordinary

services for the handicapped, creating the strong

likelihood of earmarked 'add-ons" being the only way

that the shape would be readily changed.

Although it was not readily reflected in budgets,

fhclrgn was ;r1,1;,+-;on frn.r, rqie-.1,cciny, with ,-.1rcnnnel in

the centers that some realignment of personnel assignments

had taken place in a direct response to the need to serve

the handicapped. An additional amount of volunteer time,

for example, might be focused on the individual care

needs of a moderately to severely handicapped child.

Or, in hiring new staff to replace loss (normal turnc,,e0,

a more highly trained (and therefore more expensive)

person might be selected, in anticipation of the technical

skills needed to deal with the handicapped. In selecting

the content of in-service training activi4-ies, special

attention was sometimes given to issues regarding the

100
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handicapped. Thcrefore, wail_ the budget itself showed

little_ if any e=:,en,e of special costs for the handicapped,

such costs did, in fact, exist. From examination of

budgets it would ap2ear that them has beer little extra

money availale; therefore, little expenditure to identify

and report.

Second, the number of children for whom signif-

icantly "extra" services are warranted is not great, nor

has it changed appreciably during the past year. As

reported elsewhere, the large majority of identifiable

handicapped now being enrolled in Head Start are mildly

involved. Furthermore, this enrollment status has not

changed greatly as a function of the mandate. There has

been little press for new, costly services; therefore,

little expenditure to identify and report.

These two factors together have negated the

probability of significant "handicapped cost history"

upon which to establish a solid base for real cost

differential. If one had to report on the basis of these

limited data, the conclusion as to "extra" costs for

servicing the handicapped would have to be that they

have been minimal. However, this in no way constitutes

an answer to the question of what costs would be if

10.1
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appropriate servic :s were made available to sic-nificantly

handicapped cildrenthat is, if the intent of the mandate

were fully implemented. Study of the experimental programs

provided a somewhat better basis than the regular programs,

but even those data are limited.

In the absence of cost history, projections regarding

what realistic costs might be in the future required the

collection of hopefully informed guesses, rather than

documented accounts. These estimates, in both first and

second round site visits, were based on extremely scant

data. Those costs which were direct and could be traced

by specific line-item expenditures appeared to constitute

only a small portion of the total, as compared to that

concerned with personnel time, which in every instance

would require pro-ration at an unknown or arbitrarily

established rate, based on the estimated sharing of an

individual teacher's efforts among the regular and

handicapped children in his/her group.

In making this ludgm,-mt, it was assumed that Head

Start programs, like most other systems for delivery of

educational services, would expend from 75 to 85 percent

of the total budget on personnel. It has been expected

that, as in the case of public school finance, most of

1.0'4:
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those_ personnci costs would = attributable to the teacher

rolc, rath-7r t-,on to otcr :1d7.1nistrotf-:( or support

p:rsonnl. loweuer, LxaTination of the bidaci-s of

rubber of r,:ju]ar Fica:i Start programs inclading boto

larg anc, :..all or:=zs.tions, in both first and second

round progroms reveal :7,d that total personnel salaries

co-7priscd only a=-out E7 percent of the total budget,

ihTlndirg fringe b,-n-fits. Support personnel salaries

(including administration) comprised 30 p:rcent of the

total, with tne teacher line item alone accounting for

another 31 percent of the total.

c'dt! :1,1111,UtiOliS of persu.-int-1 iterttE

are strikingly different from public school budgets, in

general, as reported by the National Educational Finance

Project, and the data reported by Rossmiller, dealing

specifically with the handicapped in public schools.

In most public school budgets the teacher item alone

cons--itutes from 50 to 60 percent of budget totals.

It would seem to follow that if the major portion

of the total educational costs were to be found in the

teacher salary item of the budget, then the major source

of differentiation in costs, between the handicapped

and the regular child would also be found in that item.
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Sincc the acher rolc is reasonably well specified,

idt_ntific:eio of the so'irces of extra costs, primarily

as a fun ::t o.. of 3 7-ore intonsJye teacher-pupil ratio,

is feasiLle. However, where a greater proportion of the

personncl cots are in supportive roles (e.g., nurses,

social workers, bus drivers, nutritionists) as appears

to be case in '_cad Start, the variety of roles involved

and rel3tie lack of specification as to each one's

interaction with certain numbers of children, whether

handicapped or not, makes the estimation or documentation

of differential costs much more difficult.

In ofc:er Lo IttakC: an estimation of tne diff--renc-s

in costs which may be expected between the regular Head

Start child and the handicapped, it is necessary to

speculate regarding the degree to which differences would

be distributed, proportionately or otherwise, among the

several items which together comprise the total budget.

Studies of public school spacial eAleation program costs,

such as Rossmiller's, have shown that in most instances

the cost differential bears a direct relationship to the

teacher-pupil ratio utilized for the particular handicapping

condition in question. It is logical that if 60 percent

of a school budget is allocated for teacher's salaries,

104
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then wh tever difference exists between the regular

teacher-pupil ratio and the teacher-pupil ratio found

for the handicapped, would account for 60 percent of

the resulting costs for educating the handicapped. As

an illustration, if a school system has a regular teacher-

pupil ratio of 1:28 and a regular per pupil cost of

$1,000, a program for the deaf maintaining a teacher-pupil

ratio of 1:7 (four times the regular ratic) would be

expected to have a per pupil cost of $2,400 (60 percent

of $4,000), even if all other costs of education were

assumed to be exactly the same as for the regular pupil.

In fact, many other costs are assumed to be tied

to the classroom teacher unit, so that a pro-ration of

administrative costs, maintenance costs, instructional

support personnel, and indirect costs such as fringe

benefits, is applied on the same basis, established by

the teacher-pupil ratio. By such procedures, the only

aspects of the total costs which are likely to vary from

the ratio index are those which are attached to the

individual pupil, rather than to the teacher unit, such

as instructional materials and equipment, health and

foo0 services, transportation, and perhaps certain direct-

service support personnel such as therapists.
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Following a similar logic in attempting to estimate

differential costs in Head Start, it might be assumed that

the costs which were calculated from the questionnaire data,

and which were estimated at an average of $633 p?,r handicapped

child, represent extra costs above and beyond the regular

Head Start costs, and associated with those aspects of the

total budget other than teachers and teacher aides. Since

Head Start budgets, in general, appear to allocate an

average of only about 30 percent of their total to instruc-

tional personnel, plus another three to four percent in

fringe benefits, it would follow that the $633 average

extra costs should be associated with the 67 percent which

remains. If the extra costs of serving the handicapped

can be expected to be distributed proportionately across

all budget categories, and $633 represents 67 percent of

the extra costs, then the total extra costs would be

computed at $945. Comparing this figure to an average

annual Head Start cost of approximately $1,600, yields a

differential cost index of approximately 1.65. That is,

the anticipated costs of serving the average nandicapped

child in Head Start would be approximately 1.69 times the

cost of serving regular children.
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This figure, though somewhat smaller, compares

favorably with tat deycloped from Rossmiller, in which

the average hand_cap-_Nad child costs have been computed

at an index of approximately 2.1. It is important to

re-:ember that this average index reflects a range in

indices from 1.18 in the case of the speech handicapped

to 3.64 in the case of the physically handicapped, with

treTerciously wide variances among reporting systems,

within each of the handicapped classifications. It would

fellow that similarly wide variances could exist quite

normally within the Head Start population.

It is also important to note that there may be

factors which would render invalid, some of the assumptions

upon which these computations were based. A number of

these possibly distorting elements will be discussed.

We have seen that, in comparing Head Start

budgets to public school budgets, a smaller proportion

of the Head Start total is allocated for teacher salaries

and a larger proportion for other support personnel. This

finding indicates that in Head Start the programmatic

emphasis is focused less on instruction and more on other

social, health, and welfare related services. It is quite

passible, therefore, that a comparison with public school
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accounting for any differential in the a (punt of these

services for the handicapped, as compared to the rcgular

child, %Noul necessarily tak2 a form different from that

of instructlonal services, which are ordinarily delivered

in a J-1-o,lp -:ode .

omparing the data from the site visits, especially

the sLco-,d rodnd sample, with those from the full-year

survEy, ssIggests somewhat more conservative cost differen-

tials. Budget data, in fact, totally fail to demonstrate

any diffLrcnc2s in planned expenditures, except where

sy cial supplemental allotments were provided. Actual

expenditure differences were claim2d, though in modest

amounts, leaving any significant cost differences to be

found via contributed services (imputed costs). Even

within th:: Carew of imputed costs, estimates were somewhat

more 1-70Cit :Imong the programs we visited.

Projections generating from the programs reporting

on the survey -,ggest a differential index Letween typical

and handicarn?d Head Start children in the order of 1.7,

or an extra $900 to $1,000 cost on top of an average

regular cost of $1,600 per child/year. However, these

prolectio-,=. anpear to he eased on a hypothetically

handicapped child, without clear distinction regarding
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the severity of handicap. With such hypothesizing, it is

easy to attribute needs to an entire group of children,

nominally identified as handicapped, which apply only to

a few of the more severe cases within the group.

Projections generating from site visit interviews,

on the other hand, tended to be based less on hypothetical

children and, more directly, on real experiences of

personnel with children in their programs. In such

instances, since most of the "handicapped," within the

experience of Head Start personnel, had only moderately

specialized needs, instances c,f major cost differentials

were fairly infrequent. Thus, projections from this.

source, based on experiences with diagnostic services,

other outside services, classroom program modification,

facilities modification, for example, were subject to 'Ole

influence of a wide variance in cost history, with the

median figure always much lower than the mean, making the

concept of an "average" cost virtually meaningless. The

combined effect of these factors would tend to make projec-

tions regarding costs more directly a function of one's

awareness of the degree of handicap involved. In a few

cases, a cost expectation double or triple that for

regular children would not be unreasonable. For the

111
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vast majority of children currently being identified

as handicapped in Head Start, a differential of 10 to

20 percent above the regular costs is all that would

appear to be justified.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECONMENDATIONS

Nlaor Conclusions

The major conclusions which can be drawn from the

Task IV effort, though few, can be stated quite simply.

They are the following:

1. Existing accounting practices in Head Start

agencies fall far short of permitting complete and accurate

documentation of the true costs of serving handicapped

children as a part of the oveldli Ht:dd Start program.

2. Estimates, based on such meager data as do

exist, suggest that the cost of serving those handicapped

children who are now enrolled (primarily the mildly handi-

capped) is only slightly more than that for serving any

other typical Head Start child. Expressed as a differential

index, this would probably fall in the range of 1.1 to 1.3.

3. Additional estimates based on even less firm

data suggest that the cost of serving those more severely

-handicapped, who are, we believe, the intended target popula-

tion of the mandate and who are currcnt.ly only rarely found
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within Head Start enrollments, is significantly greater than

that for the typical child. Expressed as a differential

index, this would probably fall in the range of 2.0 to 3.0.

4. Projections as to what costs ideally should be,

in order to deliver services appropriate to the needs of

handicapped Head Start children, as opposed to what is

currently being found, suggest that the indices expressed

above are reasonable for the particular populations being

considered.

5. The determination of an overall "average" cost

of serving the handicapped in Head Start is virtually

impossible since the magnitude of the differential is dependent

upon the degree of severity of handicap and the definition

of appropriate service, both of which can be highly variable.

Projections of the cosF'_ for optimal programming for the

handicapped children wilo, we believe, shout be served under

the mandate must always be stated as a function of the nature

of the handicap and the service to be provided.

The observations leading to these conclusions have

been discusE;ed in earlier chapters of this report. It is clear

that an the few instances whcre programs were serving severely

handicapped children, both the cost history and the cost
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projection, based on however soft data, point-up an entirely

different cost picture than that for the majority of the

children enrolled, including those who, for the purpose of

meeting mandate quotas, may have been identified as (mildly)

handicapped. Therefore, in terms of costs, we have more

variance within the group defined as handicapped than

between that group and the "typical" children.

This being the best presently available description and

explanation of the state of affairs in Head Start regarding

costs, a number of recommendations become appropriate and are

directed toward short-term management as well as longer-range

policy considerations. These recommendations are posed as

providing some help in dealing with the issue of costs in

all Head Start programming, with particular attention to

meeting the needs of all the handicapped.

Final Recommendations

1. A cost accounting procedure should be developed

and implemented in at least a representative pilot sample of

Head Start agencies, which provides for the recording of

documented direct costs and an established pro-ration of

indirect costs utilizing programmatic budget procedures.
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A procedure adequate for the purposes required here would

have oi.aracLcrIstics of not only "earmarldng" each

direct (-.2Pnditure attributable solely to service for a

handics.pped child, but also establishing a standard rate at

which shared services are proportionately distributed among

the regular and handicapped children receiving them, and

recording the costs accordingly. Such a system would also

need to set forth guidelines for the accounting of all

imputed costs. This would require decisions and rules for

thD inclusion and exclusion of indirectly procurred services,

a basis for documenting the value of contributed resources,

and sufficiently stringent controls so that accountants in

local agencies would be unlikely either to overlook or "pad"

costs correctly attributable to the handicapped.

2. Agencies selected to pilot the new accounting

procedure must be allocated additional funds with which to

provide the "extra" resources reauirecJ for optimal programming

for the handicapped. The supplemental allocation of funds

need not, and should not, be "unlimited" but should provide

a reserve from which sufficient funds for each appropriate

service can be drawn on the basis of demonstrated need. The
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additional expenditures must be made subject to audit, both

on financial and programmatic grounds.

3. Data generatincl from such a pilot implementation

should be us:,d to ,3fIne a schedule for the provision of extra

funding to any Head Start agency which proposes, and later

documents, the delivery of special services for the handicapped.

Such a schedule WOLld permit an agency to know, in advance,

approximately what adaitional funds they could receive by

electing to take or the responsibility of serving more

severely handicapped children. In some cases, this might serve

as an incentive for consciously changing and expanding the

program within an agency; in others, it would only provide

a "safety margin" to the agency suddenly confronted with a

more severely handicapped child than they had anticipated.

In either case, it would provide a large measure of assurance

that handicapped children would not be denied service in

Head Start for reasons of financial limitations.

4. In the distribution of funds for Head Start

services, the allocation of extra funds for the handicapped

should be based on services rendered rather than on numbers

of identified chileren enrolled. The requirement of certain
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"quotas" for enrollment tends to lead more to the identifica-

ti:Jn proce-s than to guarantees of appropriate services.

The attachment of extra funds (a bounty) on each handicapped

child further accentuates the tendency to "label." On the

other hand, the attachment of funds to services delivered

has a greater probability of focusing emphasis on the special

needs of the child. A mechanism would be required whereby

the agency could draw upon an account, up to a certain esta-

blished maximum, to provide services in accordance with deter-

mined need. General guidelines regar:4.ing permissible services

and range of expected costs would enalle the agency to draw

the funds, deliver the service, and document the expenditure

with assurance that an audit would confirm the propriety of

the expenditure. Established maximums for special expenditures

would be applied to the agency as a whole rather than to the

individual child, and would be based on total enrollment,

using the percentage of the total enrollment which could be

anticipated as needing services, and the maximum anticipated

value of such services. Thus, while a generous ceiling on

services for any one child would be operative, these would be

subject to audit and, moreover, control over imprudent
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expenditures on a agency-wide basis would be exercised by

the fore ula-asLd maximum allowance.

5. In the a-eprooriatlon of funds for Head Start,

the extra costs of orcridina for the handicapped should be

acknowledac,d hv setting aside additional funds, earmarked

for suchsuch exclusive use. The amount of such supplemental

appropriations should be determined by the reasonable

expectation that approximately three percent of otherwise

eligible children can be considered sufficiently handicapped

to require special services, and such services cause the

total cost for these children to range from two to three

times the costs for other, non-handicapped children.

While it would not be expected that every agency would

fully utilize the funds potentially available through the

supplemental appropriation, it would provide the "bank"

from which agencies could draw to deliver the services

when and wherever the need is demonstrated.

These recommendations are intended to reflect the

summary conclusion drawn from the Task IV findings. While

circumstances, at present, do not permit a precise statement

regarding costs and the handicapped in Head Start, evidence

is sufficient to demonstrate the need for additional funds,
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and to demonstrate that greater precision will not be forth-

coming until additional procedures, bolstered by additional

appropriations, are authorized and implemented. The present

lack of precise information should not deter positive action

which would improve both the status of handicapped children

and the status of our knowledge about how best to serve them.
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MEMODOLC,_, PPOCLDUKES, i\ND PROBLLS

OF GENERALIZABILITY

This chapter discusses methodology, procedures,

and problems of generalizability of our data We will

describe, first, the methodological approaches to both

rounds of site visits. Second, we cover procedures used

for selecting the 16 regular Head Start programs visited

in the fall and the 36 programs visited in the spring. In

addition, criteria and procedures for the identification

and final selection of the six exemplary Head Start pro-

grams and tLe 10 preschool enrichment programs will be

presented. In parts three and four, we des:ribe observer

traininj, field visits, and our analysis of the data.

Finally, In part five, we will present our views on the

representativeness of the sample of 52 regular Head Start

programs and the generalizability of the findings discussed

in other sections of the Task III report.

Methodotogical Approaches to the First
and Second Rounds of Site Visits

The methodological approaches to the first and

second rounds of site visits differed substantially. In

A -?
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the fall of L973 the visits were much more exploratory and

over. -en ,Li th.in tl_ Lre in the sprinj. Participant obser-

vat:ion -_he princill technique used for obtaining data

in this first round and, in accordance with this approach,

interviL-.: guides .:t re developed for the field observations.

These provided a basis for collecting information around 11

areas of inquiry at the grantee, delegate agen,v, and

cenuer levels including:

(a) Experiences of handicapped children prior to

their entry into Head Start

(b) Identification, recruitment, and enrollment

processes

(c) Assessment and diagnosis

(d) Delivery of services to handicapped children

and their families

(e) Plans for handicapped children after Head

Start, in public schools or with other

community agencies

(f) Start-up and planning activities of programs

after the mandate

(g) Integration of typical and handicapped

children in classroom settings

(h) Involvement of community agencies and public

schools

1' f-40
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(1) Involvement of parents in the handicapped

effort

(j) Staffing, staff training, and technical

assistance

(k) Costs in servLng handicapped children in

Head Start

In addition, data about approximately 50 case study children

were complied.

Basically, the same approach was used in our visits

to the nine regular Head Start experimental projects.
2

There were several reasons that we selected a more

open-ended approach for the fall visits. Two consider-

ations that were uppermost in our minds at the time of the

research design development were the following:

1. At the time of the first round of visits, Head

Start staffs had just started their program year and were

only in the beginning stales of identifying, recruiting,

and enrolling children who were thought to have special

needs. It was unreasonable to have expected that staffs

2
Among the experimental projects we differentiated

between those who attempted to develop special methods for
the regula. Head Start programs (nine visited in the first

round) and those who had a more primary role of providing
technical assistance (two visited in the first round and

three in the second). In the latter case, our inquiry was
mainly focused on the special nature of the experimental
effort.
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would have completed evaluations of children, have had

time to develop ad,, _ate: services, or have collected much

inforr,ition ab-ut cost unless they had a good deal of

prior experience. Thus, %,-2 decided that it was inappropriate

co use a highly specific, structured interview and obser-

vation approach.

2. Our second concern was related to our own

limited knowledge about 1:e7id Start programs and the impor-

tance of certain areas of inquiry that we planned to explore

during the site visits. More specifically, even though at

the outset of the study we had identified some key areas

for in depth assessment during the field work, the full

dimensions and components of each of these areas were still

open questions. We needed an approach that would enable us

to make judgments about some of these issues.

Based en our finlinqs from the first-round visits,

we defined several issues and areas of inquiry that we

wanted to study in greater depth in the se-ond round of

visits. As we have already mentioned in Chapter I, these

were mainly related to questions about servino more

severely disabled children. For example, JA-A those pi ograms

who had enrolled severely handicapped children, we warted

to evaluate how well these children were being served and
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what factors seemecd to enhance the devt lopment of high-

c_,,,pari_:=,fln, In those procIrams wh,re

very few se\_crely 11-:n :h_c:Ipl-)ed were included, were

these chlldron riot enrolled? The questionnaire subse-

quently developed for the second round was designed to

collect data at the program level, child case study infor-

mation, and classroom observations that addressed each of

L.hese issues.

Program-level information, the first of the three

major sections of the questionnaire, was collected from

Head Start directors or personnel responsible for the

handiebppc(1 effo-ft at thc grantec or dclegate agency.

We inquired about 14 areas of interest including:

(a) Background information about program notifi-

cation of the mandate

(b) Attitudes toward serving mildly, moderately,

and severely handicapped children iie Head

Start

(c) Program definitions of handicap, diagnosis,

and prescription

(d) Past experiences in serving handicapped

children

(e) Staff resources, i.e., current personnel and

new staff added for the handicapped effort

s
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(f) Community resources, i.e., agencies currently

servin: handicapped children and the nature

of those provisions

(g1 Provisions for financing the handicapped

offort

(h) Physical facilities

(1) Training and technical assistance

(j) Program planning for the effort

(k) Recruitment and enrollment procedures

(1) Relationships with other Head Start programs

and Regional OCD Offices

(m) Self-evaluation of capabilities to serve mildly

or moderately and severely handicapped

children

(n) Leadership-management effectiveness of the

Head Start director, as perceived by the field

obsefvers.3

In the second part of the questionnaire, information

about three, and sometimes four, handicapped children was

obtained from teachers and other center-level personnel.
4

3This section was eventually dropped from the final
analysis because several of the observers felt that they
did not have an adequate basis for such judgments from
brief discussions of two to three hours.

4These data were collected in only 26 of the 36 pro-

grams reportedly serving handicapped children at the time

of the initial sample selection. Observational data and
child-specific information were not obtained in programs
that were initially selected as having no handicapped
children.
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In general, we covered seven areas of inquiry about each

of the 74 cai,e study children finally selected. These

were:

(a) The nature and severity handicapping

conditions

(b) Identification, enrollment, and assessment

(c) Classroom plans and programming

(d) Special services received outside the class-

room

(e) Parental involvement

(f) Observed changes in children since enrollment

in Head Start

(g) Plans for next year, i.e., Head Start, public

school, or other special arrangements

The third part of the questionnaire dealt with class-

room observations and teacher behaviors. On the basis of

two three-hour observations per class, we assessed nine

dimensions of classroom instruction, teacher-child, and

child-child interactions. Part of this analysis also

involved determining those differences in the delivery of

services for typical and handicapped children, reasons for

special arrangements, and making Sallie judgments about the

responsiveness of children in integrated Head Start settings.
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Given these variations in approach to the first and

second reunes sits, the nature of the data collected

in the fall and spring differed considerably In the first

round, there was a primary emphasis on qualitative infor-

mati,n, and lengthy reports were written about each pro-

gram visited. Data from the second round was much more

quantitative in emphasis, with closed-ended responses that

were supplcmented wiith descriptive, anecdotal comments.

Sel, ction of Programs

Our selectipn of the 52 regular Head Start programs

in L e fall and spr.,.ng were largely determined by the

respective purposes of the first and second rounds of

visits. In particular, the following design features of

Task Ill were given utmost consideration in developing the

sampling scheme:

1. In view of the more open-ended, process approach

of the first round and the structured interview approach of

the second, we agraed that fewer programs should be visited

and studied more intensively in the first round than in the

second. Taking into account the total of 50 visits to

regular Head Start programs budgeted for in Task III, staff

available to conduct the field work, and the early stage of
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th, ffort in t1e fall %,1-icn wo visited orcrams,

we deci: that approximately 15 sites should be visited

in the f:11 and about 35 in the spring

In contrast with the first round, major inter-

ests in tl-e second round dictated that we select at least

two groups of programs in the spring (i.e., those who had

enrolled fairly large numbers of severely handicapped

children and another group who were serving fewer or no

handicapped children). At the beginning of the study in

the fall, we wanted to know, in general terms, how the

handicapped effort was proceeding in each of the 16 pro-

grams we visited. Thus, we selected only those who indi-

cated that they had enrolled a significantly large number

of handicapped children. On the other hand, our visits in

the spring focused on questions of how well and why cer-

tain programs were able to serve more seriously disabled

children.

Selection of Reaular Head Start Pro rams
Visited in the First Round

In accordance with the two design features described

above, 16 regular Head Start programs were selected for the

first round of visits. Fifteen of these were selected in a

stratified random manner from the 10 regions of the Office
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L'evci last pro-ra'll sLlected from

the group of availab:e Indian and Migrant programs. Pro-

cedures for the sele,:tion of this program will be discussed

later. The followin-, procedures were used in drawing the

sale of 15 regular Head. Start programs.

The sampling frame used for the selection of the 15

programs was the ::aster Grantee Listing" of full-year Head

Start programs, compiled and updated during our visits to

Regional Offices during August and September, 1973. Of

the information included in this listing, two were

identified as stratification variables:

(a) Region, in which the program was located

(b) Size of the program, measured in terms of

total full-year enrollment.

The distribution of Head Start programs according to their

size was studied further in order to arrive at a few size

clusters. Two criteria were used during the clu3tering

process. These were:

(a) To use, as much as possible, the natural

breakpoints in the frequency distribution

for arriving at the clusters

(b) To approximate eaual numbers (1 e., equal

percentages of total national enrollment)

of children in each cluster.
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cluers -,cre used

Lire presentccl In Table 1 below.

TAKE 1

FOUR CLI_ST:.FS US:D IN S=-LING OF REGULAR HLAD START
PROGI\;_:S SEL:LCTI-E FOR THE FIRST ROUND

Size Cluster
Number of
Programs

Enrollment
Range

Percent of
Total National

Enrollment

I. Small programs 602 1- 200 22 1

II. Medium programs 321 201- 400 26.3

III. Large programs 94 451-1000 24.0

IV. Extra large
programs 32 1000+ 27.6

Total 959 100.0

In view of the purposes of the first round visits

and the fact that little information about numbers of

handicapped children enrolled in each of the 959 programs

was available, the following procedures were utilized to

implement a two-stage sampling plan and arrive at the final

15 programs.

1. A stratified random sampling of 50 orograms was

selected. This was done in the following way. First,

programs were assigned probabilities of selection based on
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1 1_

cLuster, -as,:d on

:7Iuster nto r_= zonal

r- on t' re:lona1 alstribution of the

n;.:-r,ers of programs in each cluster. This procedure

yielded the regional and cluster quotas of Small, Medium,

and Large programs presented in Table 2. In the case of

the 14 Extra Large programs selected, no assignments were

made to the regions. Instead, the 14 programs were

selected individually from the 32 because of the size of

the variance of the enrollment figures of programs in this

cluster. finally, for Small, Medium, and Large programs,

the required numbers of sites in each region-size cluster

group were selected randomly from the available programs.

2. Telephone interviews were then conducted with

each of the 50 programs to determine the number of handi-

capped children enrolled and the extent of the program

involvement with the handicapped effort. Programs with no

or very few handicapped children were eliminated and given

no further consideration; there were 17 such sites. The

final yt iecuir, &a:, ;,hail fr(-41, tr.e rema,,1Ing prc,rjr,-J,ns.

Eight who seemed to be more advanced than the others in

15
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DISTRIBUTION OE HEAD .TART GRANTEES (TOTAL Pt: PDTA! 1 .!; .tyj
SELECTED FOR THE Fix-;T }4m,'Nn

CL, 'r I: Small C 1 us t r I : III.

Pc,ct,l.t. n Sample 1 P- Thulatsc, :Jr LI
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3
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7
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-Art the 0:: I To col:-JIC t e

and

rcilLi\cty :en rt-lional

est,12b1Lshod for each of

the four clus-:rs.

Amon the 1-) programs selected, the Head Start

director of :)n1 one refused to allow site visitors. This

program, randomly selected from the sample of 33 sites,

was replaced with another in the same size cluster and same

region.

Information about programs in the 10 regions of OCD

was not consistently available for all Indian and Migrant

programs. For this reason, we decided to select only one

Indian or Migrant piogram after consultation with the staff

of the Indian-Migrant Program Division of OCD. This

resulted in the identification of four Indian and two

Migrant programs. These were subsequently interviewed by

telephone to collect data on the extent of their handi-

capped inv()Ivement. One of the Indian programs whc appeared

tr) -)re rir,:n was
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Select inn Proarnr-s

VLsit-0-1 in S 2-=1

Thirt:-se-en ular Head Start pto,gra-s were

originally selected for the second round of visits.

Thirty-four of these were distributed amona the 10 OCD

regions; three were Indian programs. The three-stage

sampling process of the second round involved these pro-

cedures:

1. In contrast with that of the first round, the

sampling frame used for e.-le selection of programs in the

second round was the total universe of 1,353 grantee and

delegate agencies who had responded to the Task II full-

year survey of this study, conducted from September to

November, 1973. This population represented an approximate

80 percent return of the questionnaires sent to all Head

Start programs in the fall. We might add, that even

though 20 percent of the programs were not represented in

this group, telephone interviews with the non-respondents

following return of the questionnaires seemed to indicate

that they did not differ significantly from the 80 percent

who had returned the questionnaires.

The first step of the sampling t -ocess Involved

obtaining a distribution of the 1,353 programs by percentage
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-rams. The

decision to use se-rely Y3ndicapped as a major stratifi-

cation variable rather than total enrollment of handicapped

children was largely base,i on the fact that the key issue

of this study, from its inception, has concerned the

inclusion of more seriously impaired children.

Let us consider, first, the stratification of

programs into clusters by enrollment of severely handi

capped children. It was obvious early in the sampling

process that, in order to address the inclusion-exclusion

question, we needed one group of programs that reportedly

served no handicapped children. Second, to make meaningful

comparisons among groups of programs, at least two

additional clusters were rc'quired. This second decision

was followed-up with a search for natural breakpoints in

the enrollment figures among the 1,191 programs reportedly

serving handicapped children. After examination of the

questionnaire data, we finc.11y split the programs into

clusters I and II on the basis of a determining point of

3.5 percent enrollment of severely handicapped children.

Thus, cluster 1 included those 2ror_31.dm serving 3.5 percent

or more severely hanclierD,1 chi7 nren7 cluster II included

those programs with an enrollment of less than 3.5 percent
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severely 11,1nilc_2

-l8

(i. prc-,_;rt> servin: ni1:11y ,7.nd

moderately 1.:A: .c.zippe] childi.n); cluster III consist -1

of those pro:;r::;s serving nD children. Table

3 presents the distribution of orcis ' size and handi-

capped enrol17oent.

Stratification of programs by Si? involved a more

complicated process. Ba cally, we ex-tired two alter-

natives before arriving at the most satisfactory solution.

First, we considered the possibility of dividing the

programs by thirds so that each cluster would include 33

percent of the programs; this option was discarded because

of the large proportion of small programs included in the

sample with this procedure. A second possibility involved

splitting the programs so each of the clusters included

approximately equal percentages of handicapped children

enrolled. This second option was also eliminated since

so few large programs were included with such a procedure.

A more workable solution to these problems was finally

reached in a compromise between options one and two.



TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL UNIVERSE OF HEAD START PROGRAMS BY SIZE AND H

ENROLLMENT USED IN THE SELECTION OF PROGRAMS FOR THE SECOND ROUN

Handicapped
Enfollment

Size

Programs Reporting
No Handicapped
Children Enrolled

Programs Reporting Eandicapp
Children Enrolled

Severely Handi- Severely it

capped Less Than capped 3.5

3.5 % of Total More of To

Enrollment Enroll nt

Stall

(1-120)

Medium
(121-300)

Large
(Over 301)

128

22

566

281

11 144

Total 161 991

13d

18

1)

2.(d_

111



TABLE 3

N OF TOTAL UNIVERSE OF HEAD START PROGRAMS BY SIZE AND HANDICAPPED

NT USED IN THE SELECTION OF PROGRAMS FOR THE SECOND ROUND VISITS

Programs Reporting
No Handicapped
Children Enrolled

Programs Reportlng d

Children Enrolled
Severely Handi-
capped Less Than
3.5 % of Total
Enrollment

Sc.ver,iy 11,i1-11-

cdpped 3., or
Mort! of MLA

IA_ Totz)1

128

22

11

161

566

281

144

991

£3

851
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The third anci final alternative yielded the iello,ing

TABLE 4

CLUSTIS IN (J: HI=
STAPT PCT ND

Size Cluster Number of
Programs

Small

Medium

Large

832

351

170

Enrollment Range

1-120

121-300

300+

2. For the purposes of selecting the 74 case study

children of the second round, additional screening criteria

were applied to all programs reporting handicapped children

enrolled. They were:

(a) For programs in which the number of severely

handicapped was less than 3.5 percent of total enrollment,

we required representation of at least three handicapping

conditions- -each disability category having at least two

mildly or moderately impaired children.

(b) For programs in which the number of severoly

conditions, again each with disability category havinc; at
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF HEAD START PROGRAMS WHICH MET THE SCR
CRITERIA BY SIZE AND HANDICAPPED ENROLLMENT

Size

Programs Reportin(j 1landicappei
Children Lnrelled

Programs Reporting
No Handicapped
Children Enrolled

Severely Handl-
capped Less Than
3.5% of Total
Enrollment

Sever, ly II

3.5
Mcrc ef To
Enrollint

mi

( ' -1. 0)

litrn

128 76

("21-3001 22 I 149 14

Lar ft2
(Ov r 301) 11 I 100 6

Total 161 I 325 26
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TABLE 5

ION OF NUMBER OF HEAD START PROGRAMS WHICH MET THE SCRLENING
CRITERIA BY SIZE AND HANDICAPPED ENROLLMENT

Programs Reporting
o Handicapped
hildren Enrolled

Programs Report:mg HzinaLc:Apped
Children Enrollel

Severely Handi-
capped Less Than
3.5% of Total
Enrollment

128 76

22 149

11 100

161 I 325

Sevenly
3.5: or

I,1( rc o Tot .11

Enrol 1 kt, tit Total

1-1

6

26

210

185

117

512

NJ

116



least t',o severely i-lnaired children. Tr,ble 5 presents

t

s. _e and handica r.rol t r. .

==es31

= ce-H. cf t12 s- 11

FIr:t, e '.7:1-.tcd to achi:e, as much as r.,ossible, ar.

e rer)resentation of handicaooinq conditions.

Secon.1:, tried to obt-,:.in adequate re,7,resentation across

regions.

Thus, with these factors in mind and the constraint

that we could visit no more than a total of 37 programs in

the second round, we selected the final sample. From a

total of 161 programs reporting no handicapped children

enrolled, we randomly selected 10 sites for cluster III.

From the 325 programs serving mildly and moderately handi-

capped children, we first randomly selected 25 percent of

the programs in each of the size clusters, then selected

15 programs that appeared to include all regions and

handicapping conditions. In cluster I which included pro-

,grams enrolling severely handicapped children, only 26

rer c:fter the scrccntn:; criteria -,ere applied. Thus,

WE 4 1 r use ate random sconpllne Procecures;
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instead, we again selected programs on the basis of distri-

Lutic,n :Lon and reort,scnttlon of handicappin,;

contht 1.:

The Unirci sta.::e of h,2 proc=s in,:orvod

in.L-1-71:_s to e:Ich of t,:se 37 pro :rams s,:tectea.

These purposes of verifying reoresentation of

the cartil-_;12r handicaoping conditions of children for

v.hom prc -s ',ere selected ar ccnfirming final arrange-

ments for visits with Head Star directors. As a result

of these interviews, four programs were dropped from the

sample because of field arrangement problems. These pro-

grams were replaced by new sites in the same regions.

In addition, one program withdrew two days before

our visit as a result of scheduling difficulties and

unanticipated commitments. Since many programs were

drawing close to the end of the school year, we decided

not to select another site at that time.

Modification of Program Clusters
of the s2cond Round

The selection scheme described above seemed

initially to he workable and, further, offered the pros-

pect t, 11,2(1.:-.._4 iuoc Lmpc;raot between

pro7r2 an,1 .,cre n

children. This plan, however, was eventually modified

14S
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for purposes of analysis in view of the lar:7e discrepancies

betv.een report e,: )h.,; ,nts

hand .c..

Pl_t se- is sl.ch '.-ariancc 1 `

the fulL

year sur Fictuai enr.c11-,.,:lts of

illrcn the Site

handic..1 Lidr:n the 7rolect i.

ccr.c:rn that c-r cold been hichly

questionable if based on these cluster groups. For these

reasons, we reorganized the 36 programs into the following

clusters:

(a) Cluster I including programs with enrol.laients

of 4.5 percent or more severely handicapped children

(b) Cluster II serving mildly and moderately

handicapped children in programs which met one or both or

the following criteria: enrollments of some severely handi-

capped children (up to 4.4 percent); enrollments of many

mildly and moderately handicapped children (10 percent or

more)

5rhese figures were also verified by He ad Srarr

directors duranJ; the sz17-lin
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LI-Ite-,r:ed classroom
setttns r ch,irz.:,:t. 1,:e intecqration

comoon.,,n's tt t inv,_ I ood placement handl.

cpped "normal " commu:,ity

sett uric

Ti.e ;rt _;e1 oresnrLi I prodrzf-,1.3

wert_ sct tl oasis c 17 several sources of inf.

mat i ,n. Tr: nr:k:r to co7pile 1.-as ter list of potent 1-31

c.-.,nd first led a few key persons the

Burean,.. 1- 0 cor tise Handicapped and the Office of

C11,11C .1;;d for recommendations. we also

oral DeeTiqe who were knowledgeable about

proa.--Tra--,s :,resch,:.ol handicapped children; these persons

inc.L..ded nr a toss ionals with the Council for Exceptional

Childre- tntversity personnel, and the dire -tors of two

cxpe-::::er.t.711 projects visited in the fall and sDr. in.,. From

t on developed a list of approxi-

Th; rterai , st tf,, ano, privately sponsored project 3.

suilse';uently cal I ed and, on the

+1,, n f obtained about the nature of

th, de-Tree of inteTrat Lon, and the

we selected l sites.

*11, r i. r tlea(, L,tart Xt.nLpl ra pro]e.:'ts ,^ere

. ,. . Of 'LI '

15'
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the second round sample, only 14 in cluster I serving

severely handicapped children qual.fied for initial con-

sideration. These programs were then rank-ordered in

terms of their degree of integration of severely handi-

capped children and overall program quality, and the top

six were selected as exemplary programs.

Observer Training and Field Visits

The Task III site visits were conducted in the fall

and spring by professionally trained graduate students from

Syracuse University and Boston University, university pro-

fessors of special education,
6 and other members of the

project team. In total, 20 persons participated in the

field visits over the course of the year, with 16 observers

involved in the fall and 10 in the spring.

In accordance with the purposes of the field visits,

observer training and our approach to visits in the fall

diffcred substantially from those in the spring. For

6
Three professors were part (-f the project team of

this study and held positions at Syrdcuse University. The

other two, who served as Senior Consultants to the project,
were on the faculties of Boston University and Indiana
Jnly'rsity.
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example, observer trainin,j for the first round was spread

over a longer period of time (approximately two months),

was much more "process" ce'tered in tarms of training the

observers in techniques of open-ended interviewing, and

devoted considerable time to providing the field staff

with information about Bead Start. The two-month training

period of periodic meeting in Syracuse and Boston was

concluded with three days of intensive discussion and

review of the observation guide with six members of the

project team and all field staff present. After the more

formal training phrase, all observers made pilot vis' s to

experimental programs or additional sites not included ini

the sample, Upon their return, the field staff met again

for a full-day session to discuss their observations and

work out any problems that they had encountered in the

field. Visits that followed ranged from two to four days

per site, and in most instances, were made by two observers.

A "typical' vilt invnlve,:l conversations with Ilea, Start

directors on the first day, followed by discussions with

teaching staffE, parentE, ,-oordinJt,-rs of the handicapped

effc,rt, head Start persc,nni_1, We also

contpl, t Frc-m ner sItc-

154
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Training of the observers for the second round of

viFits, conducted over a one-week period, was much more

structured in 'pproach. The first phase of training

involved two-day sessions where two members of the project

team and a consultant from the Depar+ent of Special

Education of Rhode Island College met with field staff and

reviewed the field instrument. These meetings were followed-

up with thee: days of formal classroom observation with

Part III of the questionnaire. Six observations were made

in three carefully selected preschool and special edu-

cation settings that represented a range of early childhood

education philosophies from open education to highly

structured, teacher-directed classes. During this segmeL't

of the training, one member of the pro_ect team served as

the "criterion observer. The consultant provided inter-

pretaticn f observer differe,ices and assisted an analyzing

results. Civen the high decree of agreement that was

achieved on mast items of the clbservation schedule (a.

1-tween 75 ana 85 percent), the project staff was able

proceed %:th ccnfience that ohserl!ations in the Head L7tart

classes nav,, cJmmon basis for interpretatic,n.

Visits tc, ,rams in the second round werc ,:Tom-

pletee tr In conrost thcsf
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the fall, they were made on a "round-robin" basis so that

observers remained in the field for two to three weeks at

a time and traveled to several sites in one geographic

area. Programs reporting nc handicapped children were

visited for one day; two to three days were spent in those

with handicapped children. With the exception of five

Head Start programs and one exemplary project, each site

was visited by only one observer. Finally, and again in

contrast with our approach to the first sound, data were

collected and reported on questionnaire response forms at

the time of the site visits.

Analysis of Data from Visits to Regular Head

Start and Experimental Programs

The considerable differences in the kinds of data

collected in the first and second rounds dictated dif-

ferent procedures for analysis. In the fall, tve task at

hand required careful scrut2ny and interpretation of the

data of lengthy reports. Major themes and hypotheses about

key areas such as parent invlvement, integr:,tion, and

involvement with community a:Jencies were determined with

the romLlne cif:forts of four members of the project team.

These were LAtur discussed amoriq the entire staff who had

been ir.vc]ve.71 in the field operEitions. These and other
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hypotheses formed the basis for tentative impressions and pre-

liminary findings which were presented in the Interim Report

submitted to the Office of Child Development in February,

1974. We might add, at this point, that for a great majority

of the findings reported mid-year, there was almost unanimous

agreement among the observers on the validity of the obser-

vations with respect to the pro;i-ams they had visited.

Data from the second round, by comparison, required

both quantitative and qualitative analyses. with regard to

the quantitative analysis, we obtained the following:

1. Frequency distributions of all discrete variables

of tne program level, child-specific, and obscrvatioral data

2. Crosstabulations between cluster groupings

(i.e., I, II, III) and selected program-level variables

3. Transformations of selected variables, i.e.,

composite scores for: attitudes toward serving the mildly

handicapped and severely disabled, perceived capabilities of

programs to serve handicapped children, severity levels of

handicapping conditions of case study children, and quality

scores

4. Correlations

(a) Attitudes of directors and total enrollment

of handicapped children, enrollment of mildly ind rader,,Itely

15",
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disabled children, and enrollment of severely disabled

children

(b) Perceived capabilities and total enrollment

of handicapped children, enrollment of the mildly and

moderately handicapped, and enrollment of the severely

disabled

(c) Composite quality scores obtained from

classroom observations and cluster groupings, attitudes

of program directors, perceived capabilities to serve

handicapped children, and percentages of handicapped

children enrolled.

The anecdotal information was analyzed separately.

By program, these data were taken off the questionnaires

and typed, question by question, on separate index cards.

Responses were later sorted and analyzed by two members of

the project team, knowledgeable about procedures of

qualitative analysis. They subsequently compiled reports

about each of the key areas of inquiry of the questionnaire

which included comparisons of responses of programs in Pach

of the cluster croupings. As we will describe in Chapter

IV, such analyses were extremely important in illuminating

some critIciA differences among those programs who were

and were not servin severely handicapped children.

1`,--i'l



Gene-tal :

Gent_ ra 1:tab,.1 the c1,1t- firer ISIts t'

head `Zt..,-:rt t:.e _1s(-

roun. It is 17':)Crt,

put, th mayor issue is th s:

ante in 1-iceil Stc.r oro_hro--,s across the c-,urtr

f cc., thc f 1 din -s,

aenera be -fladc, aheut the indic.- t'cc rt

the basis ')2 site visits: The issue obviously

requires consideration of several. factors. However, all

taken into account, we think that there is reasonable

justification for conc.:ludi n7 that key conclusions can be

drawn confidently.

First of all, while the programs selected for both

rounds of visits are not necessarily representative of

the total population of Head Start programs, we have no

reason to bel ievc that these sites differed in any sub-

stz-nt ial way from those riot included in the sample.

Secondly, while we regardd our findings from the

first round to be tentativebecause of the small sampl e

the ear' stage t. whi si tes ere t tht

tali t--our ob:-,ervatinnF IA-1r -cond round, alr*rv,rt

P>cept_ i n, :_,,upporteci the :no )c t

4
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and have led us to basically the same conclusions about the

status of the handicapped effort.

Finally, we need to address the issue of key

differences that we found between programs in the second

round that were and were not serving severely handicapped

children. Our observations in those programs serving more

disabled children are perhaps more representative of other

such sites who also provide services for more seriously

impaired children. For example, the programs in cluster

I, in general, seemed to be differentiated from programs

in cluster II in terms of greater individualization of

instruction, more parent involvement, and more meaningful

relationships with community agencies. On the other hand,

we do not believe that these differences weaken the strength

of our observations which so consistently revealed similar

patterns of events across all programs we visited over the

course of this first year of the handicapped effort in

Head Start, and theref:Dre, our confidence in the generaliz-

ability of the findinr4s to other tiead Start programs.

i o0


